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Please Note
This report has been prepared for the purpose of assisting the Environment Southland Regional
Forum in its advice to members of the Southland Regional Council and Te Ao Marama Board.
Information is provided to the Regional Forum on Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku rights, interests and values
as they relate to draft freshwater objectives.
The contents of this report are not intended for use outside of the People, Water and Land
Programme – Te Mana o te Tangata, te Wai, te Whenua. As such, the report should not be
disseminated beyond the Southland Regional Forum, staff supporting the Forum, members of the
Southland Regional Council and Te Ao Marama, without the express permission of Te Ao Marama
Incorporated.
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Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
Freshwater Objectives
___________

1.0 Purpose
1.

This report provides background and context relevant to identifying draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
freshwater objectives for the Southland region. It should be noted that the contents of this report
primarily reflect the process of developing objectives for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, as at 25 February 2020,
with updated objectives from late July 20201 and minor amendments in September 2020.

2.

Within the Context section is an introduction to the customary and statutory framework that applies to
these draft freshwater objectives. It includes discussion of key concepts informing the objectives – Ki
Uta Ki Tai, Te Mana o te Wai, Hauora and Mahinga Kai.

3.

Following on, the Hauora and FMUs section begins to apply these key concepts as they relate to
freshwater management units (FMUs)2, with a particular focus on hauora. The relationship between
some Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Indicators of Health3 and water quality measures being explored by the
Regional Forum are identified, including where there is overlap and where additional indicators have
been identified by manawhenua. Diagrams are also included that show the Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
approach to the FMU process.

4.

Draft freshwater objectives specific to each FMU and supporting information is included for Fiordland
and Offshore Islands, Waiau, Aparima, Ōreti and Matāura, including Waituna4.

2.0 Context
2.1

Ngāi Tahu Relationship
5.

Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku (Ngāi Tahu) relationship with the takiwā is one of whakapapa and ahi kā 5 with
extensive occupation and use patterns6.

1

This report has been informed by hui with manawhenua on 12 February 2020 and 31 July 2020 at Te Ao Marama offices,
as well as earlier hui and material produced by Papatipu Rūnanga relevant to freshwater management in Murihiku.
2
Freshwater Management Units (FMUs) are defined in the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 (as
amended 2017) (Freshwater NPS) as “the water body, multiple water bodies or any part of a water body determined by the
regional council as the appropriate spatial scale for setting freshwater objectives and limits and for freshwater accounting
and management purposes.” A similar definition applies in the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020.
3
Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Indicators of Health include measures involved in cultural monitoring practices and within
components of He Puna o Whakaata Mātauranga – the Murihiku Cultural Water Classification System.
4
See information on the Progressive Implementation Programme (PIP) for Southland, required by the Freshwater NPS
2017 Section E, at the following link: https://waterandland.es.govt.nz/about/progressive-implementation-programme ,
which publicly notified the five FMUs. The Waituna catchment has been highlighted as a further FMU through the
Environment Court appeals process on the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan.
5
Refer to the iwi management plan, Te Tangi a Tauira – The Cry of the People - Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Natural Resource and
Environmental Iwi Management Plan 2008, for a glossary of terms, including ahi kā.
6
Refer to the Reference section in the back of this document for further reading about Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku history,
occupation and use patterns, and see Kā Huru Manu – the Ngāi Tahu Atlas - http://www.kahurumanu.co.nz/atlas
5

6.

As kaitiaki, manawhenua are bound to ensure the wairua and mauri of the land and water in Southland
is maintained, and restored where it has been degraded.

7.

Degradation of the waterways and land negatively impacts on the mana of Ngāi Tahu, individual
whānau, their hapū and iwi7, including collective cultural identity and cultural practices, such as
mātauranga and mahinga kai.

2.2

Te Tiriti o Waitangi
8.

The Articles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi (Te Tiriti) guaranteed rights to Ngāi Tahu and other iwi, which have
been explored by the Waitangi Tribunal, most recently through Wai 2358 in relation to freshwater
management.

9.

The Wai 2358 Stage One report released in 20128 came out with findings regarding the nature of the
relationship of iwi and hapū with freshwater. The Stage Two report released in 2019 looked at
government responses to iwi rights and interests in freshwater 9. This second report included the
significance of relevant content within the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014
as amended 2017 (Freshwater NPS)10, including Te Mana o te Wai, whilst identifying that more needs
to be done to address iwi rights and interests. This has been recognised by the Government in relation
to recent freshwater management reforms11.

10. Over the years our courts have established the importance of Te Tiriti principles, such as rangatiratanga
and active protection of iwi interests as guaranteed by Article Two of Te Tiriti12. Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
exercise rangatiratanga in relation to freshwater within the Southland region 13 and their interests in
whenua and wai taonga are to be actively protected14.

2.3

Ngāi Tahu Settlement
11. Ngāi Tahu rangatira, for several generations from the time that Matiaha Tiramorehu first petitioned the
Crown, progressed Te Kēreme (the Ngāi Tahu Claim), seeking that the Crown honour its commitments
made through Te Tiriti and the process of land sales15. Long negotiations between the Crown and Ngāi
Tahu followed the Waitangi Tribunal Ngāi Tahu Report 1991 (Wai 27). This resulted in a Deed of

7

Over half of whānau interviewed in the Freshwater Values Survey 2019 (presented to the Regional Forum) cited impacts
on mana from pollution of waterbodies
8
Wai 2358 – the Stage One report on the national freshwater and geothermal resources claim, Waitangi Tribunal, 2012 https://forms.justice.govt.nz/search/Documents/WT/wt_DOC_59941926/Wai2358W.pdf
9
Wai 2358 – the Stage Two report on the national freshwater and geothermal resources claim, Waitangi Tribunal, 2019 https://forms.justice.govt.nz/search/Documents/WT/wt_DOC_152208791/Freshwater%20W.pdf
10
This report has not been further updated with the introduction of the National Policy Statement for Freshwater
Management 2020. Amendments have been primarily focussed on the outcome of wānanga.
11
See Ministry for the Environment information on the Action for Healthy Waterways programme
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/Fresh%20water/action-for-healthy-waterways-information-for-iwimaori.pdf
12
The Principles of the Treaty of Waitangi as expressed by the Courts and the Waitangi Tribunal, Waitangi Tribunal https://waitangitribunal.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/WT-Principles-of-the-Treaty-of-Waitangi-as-expressedby-the-Courts-and-the-Waitangi-Tribunal.pdf
13
Refer to Ngāi Tahu Rangatiratanga over Freshwater 2019 and Te Tangi a Tauira – The Cry of the People - Ngāi Tahu ki
Murihiku Natural Resource and Environmental Iwi Management Plan 2008
14
“…the duty of the Crown is not merely passive but extends to active protection of Māori people in the use of their lands and
waters to the fullest extent practicable.” Court of Appeal, Lands case 1987.
15
For example, see paragraph 8.8.29 of the Ngāi Tahu Report 1991 (Wai 27), page 481 of 1312 https://forms.justice.govt.nz/search/Documents/WT/wt_DOC_68476209/Wai27.pdf
6

Settlement16 capturing agreement between the Treaty partners, which led to the provisions of the Ngāi
Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998 (NTCSA)17.
12. The NTCSA includes a Crown apology to Ngāi Tahu, an excerpt of which follows:
“The Crown apologises to Ngāi Tahu for its past failures to acknowledge Ngāi Tahu
rangatiratanga and mana over the South Island lands within its boundaries, and, in fulfilment
of its Treaty obligations, the Crown recognises Ngāi Tahu as the tāngata whenua of, and as
holding rangatiratanga within, the Takiwā of Ngāi Tahu Whānui.
Accordingly, the Crown seeks on behalf of all New Zealanders to atone for these acknowledged
injustices, so far as that is now possible, and, with the historical grievances finally settled as
to matters set out in the Deed of Settlement signed on 21 November 1997, to begin the process
of healing and to enter a new age of co-operation with Ngāi Tahu.”
13. Provisions of the NTCSA relevant to setting freshwater objectives include Statutory Acknowledgement
Areas, Tōpuni, Nohoanga, Taonga species, Customary Fisheries, Mahinga kai and Cultural Heritage.
These have been referenced in forming the draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku freshwater objectives.

2.4

Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA)
14. Part 2 of the RMA, Sections 5 to 8, contain key references to matters of importance to Ngāi Tahu which
must guide all decision-making on resource management, such as:


enabling people and communities, including Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, to provide for their social,
economic, and cultural well-being and for their health and safety as part of the sustainable
management purpose of the Act;



recognising and providing for the relationship of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku (‘Māori’) and their culture
and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu, and other taonga as a matter of
national importance (alongside associated matters of natural character, outstanding natural
features and landscapes, significant indigenous flora and habitats of indigenous fauna, historic
heritage and protected customary rights);



having particular regard to kaitiakitanga (the need for manawhenua to look after the wairua and
mauri of the land and water); and



take into account the principles of the Treaty (such as rangatiratanga and active protection).

15. The draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku freshwater objectives provide the means to meet these RMA
requirements as they relate directly to the well-being of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, their relationship with
ancestral lands and waters, and their role as tangata tiaki. These objectives also draw from the iwi
management plan, Te Tangi a Tauira, which is a document that must be had particular regard to under
the RMA during regional plan making processes18. Applying these freshwater objectives, such as
through objectives and limit setting, and associated methods, has the potential to honour a number of
16The

Ngāi Tahu Deed of Settlement documents can be found at the following link - https://www.govt.nz/treatysettlement-documents/ngai-tahu/
17
See the resulting statute here http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/1998/0097/latest/DLM429090.html?search=ts_act%40bill%40regulation%40dee
medreg_ngai+tahu+claims_resel_25_a&p=1
18
Section 66(2A) of the RMA
7

Treaty principles, including active protection, rangatiratanga, and informed and participatory decisionmaking.

2.5

National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (Freshwater NPS)
16. The Freshwater NPS includes a number of national objectives that must be given effect to through the
FMU process that applies to Fiordland and the Islands, Waiau, Aparima, Ōreti, and Matāura, including
Waituna.
17. Te Mana o te Wai, discussed below, is a matter of national significance and the foundation for
freshwater management nationally, as expressed in the text of the Freshwater NPS 19, as follows:
“The matter of national significance to which this national policy statement applies is the
management of fresh water through a framework that considers and recognises Te Mana o
te Wai as an integral part of freshwater mangement.
The health and well-being of our freshwater bodies is vital for the health and well-being of our
land, our resources (including fisheries, flora and fauna) and our communities.
Te Mana o te Wai is the integrated and holistic well-being of a freshwater body.
Upholding Te Mana o te Wai acknowledges and protects the mauri of the water. This requires
that in using water you must also provide for Te Hauora o te Taiao (the health of the
environment), Te Hauora o te Wai (the health of the waterbody) and Te Hauora o te Tangata
(the health of the people).
Te Mana o te Wai incorporates the values of tangata whenua and the wider community in
relation to each water body.
The engagement promoted by Te Mana o te Wai will help the community, including tangata
whenua, and regional councils develop tailored responses to freshwater management that
work within their region.
By recognising Te Mana o te Wai as an integral part of the freshwater management
framework it is intended that the health and well-being of freshwater bodies is at the forefront
of all discussions and decisions about fresh water, including the identification of freshwater
values and objectives, setting limits and the development of policies and rules. This is intended
to ensure that water is available for the use and enjoyment of all New Zealanders, including
tangata whenua, now and for future generations.”
18. The proposed regional plan provisions that apply to the FMU process, as discussed below, are the
means of giving effect to the Freshwater NPS objectives in the context of the Southland region.
Direction is provided in the proposed regional plan regarding how Te Mana o Te Wai is to be
incorporated into freshwater management decision-making.

19

There is an amended description of Te Mana o te Wai in the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management
2020 that reinforces this as a fundamental concept for freshwater management, including a policy stating that freshwater
is to managed in a way that gives effect to Te Mana o te Wai (Policy 1).
8

2.5.1

Tangata Whenua Roles and Interests

19. In addition, according to Objective D20 of the Freshwater NPS it is necessary to:
“provide for the involvement of iwi and hapū, and to ensure that tangata whenua values and
interests are identified and reflected in the management of fresh water including associated
ecosystems, and decision-making regarding freshwater planning, including on how all other
objectives of this national policy statement are given effect to.”
20. Within this document specific values and interests are identified for each FMU, taking the values
information already provided to the Regional Forum21 to the next level of specificity, and leading to
draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku objectives relevant to each FMU that can inform further stages of the FMU
process of setting freshwater objectives, limits and methods.
2.5.2

Ki Uta Ki Tai

21. The Freshwater NPS includes Objective C1 and Policy C1 requiring integrated management22, which
accords with Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku understanding of Ki Uta Ki Tai. Specifically, the Freshwater NPS
requires regional councils to recognise:
“the interactions, ki uta ki tai (from the mountains to the sea) between fresh water, land,
associated ecosystems and the coastal environment.”
22. Following is how Ki Uta Ki Tai is described in the iwi management plan, which is a concept further
discussed in relation to the proposed regional plan.
“The kaupapa of this Plan is Ki Uta Ki Tai – From the Mountains to the Sea. It is a culturally
based natural resource framework developed by and for Ngāi Tahu Whānui and has been
identiﬁed and advocated as a key tool in assisting Ngāi Tahu achieve more meaningful
rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga in natural resource management. It is about an indigenous
understanding of the environment that can be used to help address the wide range of issues
rūnanga face with regards to environmental management. Ki Uta Ki Tai is based on the idea
that if the realms of Tāwhirimatea (god of the winds), Tāne Mahuta (god of all living things),
Papatūānuku (mother earth) and Tangaroa (god of the sea) are sustained, then the people
will be sustained.
The kaupapa reﬂects the knowledge that resources are connected, from the mountains to the
sea, and must be managed as such. Furthermore the kaupapa reﬂects that we belong to the
environment and are only borrowing the resources from our generations that are yet to come.
It is considered our duty to leave the environment in as good or even better condition than
received from our tūpuna. The historical practices were established by our tūpuna and must
be passed on to ngā uri kei te heke mai, the generations to come.”23
23. Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku consider the principle of ki uta ki tai to be the broad management framework
within which the lens of Te Mana o te Wai is applied when managing waterbodies.

20

This objective has been replaced in the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 with a number of
particular requirements, including application of principles specific to tangata whenua (Clause 1.3(4)) and tangata whenua
involvement in planning processes (Clause 3.4).
21
Information previously provided to the Regional Forum includes Wai Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku (2019) and the Freshwater
Values Survey 2019
22
Ki uta ki is incorporated into implementation of Te Mana o te Wai in the National Policy Statement for Freshwater
Management 2020 (Clause 3.2) and in the required integrated management approach (Clause 3.5).
23
Te Tangi a Tauira, Section 1.2 Kaupapa of this Plan, p24
9

2.5.3

Te Mana o te Wai

24. Objective AA124 of the Freshwater NPS requires that freshwater management processes and decisions:
“consider and recognise Te Mana o te Wai in the management of fresh water.”
25. Ngāi Tahu was closely involved in the introduction of this objective into the Freshwater NPS, working
with the Government and Freshwater Iwi Leaders Group25.
26. Ministry for the Environment (MfE) guidance from 2017 on applying the Freshwater NPS has this to say:
“To meet the new obligations imposed by the changes for Te Mana o te Wai, councils and
communities – including tangata whenua – will get together to discuss what values they hold
for the freshwater bodies in their rohe, to set freshwater objectives and limits.
In upholding Te Mana o te Wai, these discussions should explore all values the community
holds for fresh water; however, the health and well-being of fresh water should come first.”26
27. Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku were among the first iwi or hapū to articulate understanding of Te Mana o te
Wai in a regional planning context27, working closely together with Environment Southland as part of
the longstanding partnership28. Within the proposed regional plan Te Mana o te Wai is a foundation
concept, described as a korowai (cloak) over water that recognises its significance in its own right,
providing for its protection as a basic principle29.
28. The draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku objectives have a common thread of ensuring the waterbody is first
priority, which means prioritising te hauora o te wai, the health of the waterbody, particularly where
this has been degraded by human activities. This approach has its origins in Ngāi Tahu relationship with
the natural world and has been recorded in iwi management plans over time 30. Section 2.6, which
discusses the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan (the proposed regional plan), provides greater
detail on how Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are considering Te Mana o te Wai through this process.
2.5.4

Mahinga Kai

29. As well as compulsory national values and attributes associated with ecosystem health and human
health, the Freshwater NPS refers to the ability to set freshwater objectives and limits in relation to
other national values, such as Mahinga Kai31 . The national values for Mahinga Kai are described this
way:
24

This has been replaced in the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 with expansion of the
fundamental concept of Te Mana o te Wai and how to implement it.
25
For example, see the Te Wai Pounamu Te Mana o te Wai Case Study 2015 produced by Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu https://iwichairs.maori.nz/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Case-Study-Te-Waipounamu-Te-Mana-o-Te-Wai-June-2015.pdf
and the website of the Iwi Chairs Forum - https://iwichairs.maori.nz/our-kaupapa/fresh-water/
26
Refer to Ministry for the Environment factsheet on Te Mana o te Wai in the Changes to the Freshwater NPS – 2017 series
- https://www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/Te%20Mana%20o%20te%20Wai.pdf
27
Refer to the Evidence in Chief of Ailsa Cain in the Environment Court appeals on the proposed Southland Water and Land
Plan relating to the 2014 – 2016 period that she worked for Te Ao Marama, which she discusses in paragraphs 32 – 34. At
this time Te Mana o te Wai had been introduced as a concept into the Freshwater NPS and was carried through into the
regional plan drafting process.
28
Charter of Understanding / He Huarahi mō Ngā Uri Whakatupu (2016) – see link in References section.
29 Refer to the Te Mana o te Wai section, following the Preamble, page 5 of the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan.
30
Refer to Ngāi Tahu Freshwater Policy Statement (1997), Section 4.3.1 – Water Quantity on page 18, and Te Tangi a
Tauira (2018), Kaupapa 3.5.11.2 – Rivers on page 149.
31
Mahinga Kai is now a compulsory national value to be provided for in the National Policy Statement for Freshwater
Management 2020.
10

“Mahinga kai – Kai are safe to harvest and eat. Mahinga kai generally refers to indigenous
freshwater species that have traditionally been used as food, tools, or other resources. It also
refers to the places those species are found and to the act of catching them. Mahinga kai
provide food for the people of the rohe and these sites give an indication of the overall health
of the water. For this value, kai would be safe to harvest and eat. Transfer of knowledge would
occur about the preparation, storage and cooking of kai. In freshwater management units
that are used for providing mahinga kai, the desired species are plentiful enough for long-term
harvest and the range of desired species is present across all life stages.
Mahinga kai – Kei te ora te mauri (the mauri of the place is intact). For this value, freshwater
resources would be available and able to be used for customary use. In freshwater
management units that are valued for providing mahinga kai, resources would be available
for use, customary practices able to be exercised to the extent desired, and tikanga and
preferred methods are able to be practised.”32
30. Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health describe the different components of a waterbody that support both of
these mahinga kai values. These have been incorporated into the draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
freshwater objectives and are outlined in further detail in Section 3.1.
2.5.5

Additional National Values

31. The Freshwater NPS includes additional national values, besides Mahinga Kai, including Natural Form
and Character, Fishing, Irrigation/Cultivation and Food Production, Animal Drinking Water, Wai Tapu,
Water Supply, Commercial and Industrial Use, Hydroelectric Power Generation, Transport and
Tauranga Waka.
32. A number of these additional values are closely connected with Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku values, including
the Natural Form and Character of wai taonga, Wai Tapu (sacred waters), Water Supply (wai māori or
drinking water), Transport and Tauranga Waka (waka navigation routes, landing places and ara tāwhito
or ancient trails), as well as values associated with development. The draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
objectives reflect these values. Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health provide a means of assessing the state
of waterbodies in relation to these values, as well as how to support them. The proposed regional plan
policy on implementation of Te Mana o te Wai, discussed in Section 2.6.2, includes reference to these
values of importance to Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku.

2.6

Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan
33. Within the proposed regional plan, which is progressing through its appeals process in the Environment
Court, are some sections and provisions Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku helped create that are particularly
relevant to the draft objectives described in this document.
34. Key concepts such as Ki Uta Ki Tai, Te Mana o te Wai, Hauora and Mahinga kai, all fundamental to Ngāi
Tahu relationship with the natural world, are described in the proposed regional plan and some
direction is given in relation to them. These concepts and the plan direction are equally relevant to
community and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku draft freshwater objectives.
35. The Environment Court is actively considering these concepts through the appeals process, particularly
how they influence the structure of the proposed regional plan and interpretation of the proposed
regional plan provisions, which will include the freshwater objectives being developed.

32

‘Other National Values’ section of the Freshwater NPS (as amended 2017) on page 27.
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36. So far, the Court has identified three key understandings, as follows:
1) Under the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS-FM), it is a
matter of national significance that fresh water is managed through a framework
that considers and recognises Te Mana o te Wai as an integral part of freshwater
management. When we speak about Te Mana o te Wai we are referring to the
integrated and holistic wellbeing of a freshwater body. Upholding Te Mana o te Wai
acknowledges and protects the mauri of water. While mauri is not defined under the
NPS-FM, and we will return to this shortly, the mauri of water sustains hauora
(health): the health of the environment, the health of the waterbody and the health
of the people. As a matter of national significance the NPS-FM requires users of
water to provide for hauora and in so doing, acknowledge and protect the mauri
of water.
2) As a matter of national significance, the health and wellbeing of water are to be
placed at the forefront of discussion and decision-making. Only then can we
provide for hauora by managing natural resources in accordance with ki uta ki tai.
3) We interpret 'also' as meaning 'in addition', thus in using water you must in addition
provide for the health of the environment, of the waterbody and of the people.
Subject to what the parties may say about how the Treaty principles are taken into
account in this plan, this direction appears in line with the Treaty principle of active
protection and would impose a positive obligation on all persons exercising
functions and powers under the Act to ensure that when using water people also
provide for health. This may have been what Nga Rūnanga's planning witness was
meaning when she referred to the Treaty principles. This direction juxtaposes with
the usual line of inquiry as to how health will be impacted by a change in water
quality (i.e. the effects of the activity on the environment). The NPS-FM makes clear
that providing for the health and wellbeing of waterbodies is at the forefront of all
discussions and decisions about fresh water.33
37. Both the proposed regional plan34 expression of these concepts (Ki Uta Ki Tai, Te Mana o te Wai, Hauora
and Mahinga Kai) and the articulation of them within Ngāi Tahu evidence are shared in this report to
show how Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku understand them and have applied them when drafting the freshwater
objectives, as well as any differences in expression.
2.6.1

Ki Uta Ki Tai

38. In addition to the explanation in Te Tangi a Tauira, the iwi management plan (see Section 2.5.2), here
is what the Ngāi Tahu evidence to the court has to say about Ki Uta Ki Tai. This is taken directly from a
Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu report in 2003, and was expanded on in further evidence in November 2019
as per the final paragraph in the excerpt below:
“Ngāi Tahu understands Ki Uta Ki Tai as:
‘a paradigm and an ethic. It’s a way of understanding the natural environment, including
how it functions, how people related to it and how it can be looked after appropriately…

33

Decision No. [2019] NZEnvC 208, Aratiatia Livestock Limited and others vs Southland Regional Council, Interim Decision of
the Environment Court, 20 December 2019, paragraphs 17, 59 and 62
34 The “Appeals Version” of the plan text from June 2018, taken from the Environment Southland website, is referenced in
this section. An asterisk is used to indicate wherever a part of the plan is subject to appeals (ie there may be potential wording
changes through the Court decision-making process for any text that is subject to appeals).
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Ki Uta Ki Tai gives reference to the Ngāi Tahu understanding of the natural world and the
belief that all things are connected – a belief shared by many other iwi and indigenous
people. It also highlights the central importance of mahinga kai, the traditional seasonal
food gathering rituals of Ngāi Tahu and the role this played in the traditional
understanding and management of natural resources... ‘
Ki Uta Ki Tai is commonly referred to as ‘mountains to the sea’ and is about standing on the
land and knowing the effects, both positive and negative, in every direction. This ethos reflects
the mātauranga (knowledge) that all environmental elements are interconnected and must
be managed as such. At a framework level, Ki Uta Ki Tai is similar to the RMA term ‘integrated
management’.”35
39. While there are different ways of expressing Ki Uta Ki Tai, the core idea is around connectedness.
Applying this concept means that in order to achieve the Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku draft freshwater
objectives, it is necessary to make the connection between what is happening on the land and what is
manifesting in the condition of waterbodies – ie identify what the issues are that are affecting the
condition of waterbodies, what is causing them and what can be done to improve the situation. This
involves considering upstream and downstream environments, the connections between groundwater
and surface water, relationships with land uses or land cover, and interactions with ephemeral streams,
wetlands and springs for instance.
40. Responding to issues will involve using all available knowledge, research and tools, including Ngāi Tahu
Indicators of Health, monitoring of those indicators, understanding of waterbody types and classes, as
well as physiographics information, to manage activities, set objectives, limits and identify methods
that will make a difference on the ground.
41. The proposed regional plan has this to say about Ki Uta Ki Tai:
“The Southland Regional Council (Environment Southland is the brand name of the Southland
Regional Council) seeks to manage water and land resources in a way that encompasses the
Ngāi Tahu philosophy of “ki uta ki tai”. This integrated approach recognises that water is
important in a variety of ways, including for customary and recreation uses, mahinga kai,
drinking water, agricultural production, irrigation, hydro-electricity generation, fisheries and
tourism. This approach also recognises that the Southland Regional Council is committed to
managing the connections between land and all water, particularly the effects of water quality
and quantity changes on the health and function of estuaries and coastal lagoons ...
For Ngāi Tahu, the management of the natural resources in the region is dealt with in a holistic
way and the approach taken to the issues that are of significance to iwi (tribe) in this Plan
reinforces that approach. There is no specific or separate section in this document that deals
with tangata whenua matters. Rather, tangata whenua themes and issues have been
integrated through this Plan to reinforce the Ngāi Tahu philosophy of ki uta ki tai (from
mountains to sea).”36
2.6.2

Te Mana o te Wai

42. Here is what the co-drafted section of the proposed regional plan has to say about Te Mana o te Wai,
including specific policy relevant to implementing Te Mana o te Wai through the FMU process (these
parts of the proposed regional plan are not subject to appeals):

35
36

See the References section for a link through to the Evidence in Chief of Ailsa Cain, and refer to paragraphs 40-41.
Pages 5 and 8 of the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan in the Preamble and Purpose of this Plan sections.
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“This Plan recognises the national significance of Te Mana o te Wai, which puts the mauri of
the water body and its ability to provide for te hauora o te tangata (the health of the people),
te hauora o te taiao (the health of the environment) and te hauora o te wai (the health of the
water body) to the forefront of freshwater management.
Te Mana o te Wai has three key functions:
1) it is a korowai (cloak) or overarching statement associating the values relating to a
particular water body and freshwater management unit;
2) it provides a platform for tangata whenua and the community to collectively express
their values for freshwater; and
3) it aligns management tools with values and aspirations to maintain and improve
both water quality and quantity.
Te Mana o te Wai is influenced by five key factors:
1) the values that are determined for the water body and how they are weighed locally;
2) the current state of the water body;
3) the timeframes tangata whenua and the community establish to achieve defined
objectives, and quality and quantity;
4) the mechanisms and tools used to achieve defined objectives, and quality and
quantity states; and
5) the quality and availability of technical information.
The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 (as amended in 2017)
provides a framework for recognising the national significance of freshwater and Te Mana o
te Wai. Te Mana o te Wai is fundamental to the integrated framework for freshwater
management in Southland. It provides a way of expressing Southland’s aspirations for
freshwater, now and into the future …
Policy 44 – Implementing Te Mana o te Wai
Te Mana o te Wai is recognised at a regional level by tangata whenua and the local community
identifying values held for, and associations with, a particular water body and freshwater
management unit.
Particular regard will be given to the following values, alongside any additional regional and
local values determined in the Freshwater Management Unit limit setting process:
 Te Hauora o te Wai (the health and mauri of water);
 Te Hauora o te Tangata (the health and mauri of the people);
 Te Hauora o te Taiao (the health and mauri of the environment);
 Mahinga kai;
 Mahi māra (cultivation);
 Wai Tapu (Sacred Waters);
 Wai Māori (municipal and domestic water supply);
 Āu Putea (economic or commercial value);
 He ara haere (navigation).”37
43. Here is what Ngāi Tahu evidence in the appeals process has to say about Te Mana o te Wai (excerpts
from 2018 and 2019 evidence to the Court), which was articulated by whānau member and cultural

37

Pages 5 and 42 of the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan. These parts of the plan are not subject to appeals.
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heritage and policy expert, Ailsa Cain, who helped to co-draft the proposed regional plan with council
staff:
“Te Mana o te Wai is the integrated and holistic well-being of a freshwater body …
The description of Te Mana o te Wai in the NPSFM resonated with Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, who
regarded it as a korowai or overarching principle for freshwater management and supported
its development and application in Southland to meet expectations and aspirations for
freshwater …
Te Mana o te Wai aligns management tools with values. A gap identified in the development
of the pSWLP was management tools that align with Ngāi Tahu values and aspirations. The
inclusion of Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health is significant for the application of Te Mana o te
Wai and the Freshwater Management Unit process …

Te Mana o te
Wai

Maintain and
improve
water quality
and quantity
Ngai Tahu
Indicators of
Health

NPS-FM
Attributes

Upholding Te Mana o te Wai acknowledges and protects the mauri of the water. Another way
of saying this is that the needs of the waterbody are put first. Te Mana o te Wai puts a korowai
(cloak) over water to recognise its significance in its own right and provides an overarching
principle of protection in freshwater management ...
Water is not valued by Ngā Rūnanga as an extractable or flushing commodity but as the
lifeblood of the whenua that, when in a healthy state, supports the land, humans and species
to live and flourish.”38
44. The draft objectives in this document are designed to incorporate and enable the use of Ngāi Tahu
Indicators of Health, alongside other attributes that have been examined within the science done to
date for the Regional Forum. This is explored further in relation to the concept of hauora.
2.6.3

Hauora

45. The proposed regional plan references the concept of hauora in some key places, including regionwide
Objective 3 (an objective not subject to appeal), which mimics the Freshwater NPS references to hauora
as follows:

38

Refer to the Evidence in Chief of Ailsa Cain, paragraphs 84 – 92, through the link in the References section.
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“The mauri of water bodies provide for te hauora o te tangata (health and mauri of the
people), te hauora o te taiao (health and mauri of the environment) and te hauora o te wai
(health and mauri of the water body).”
46. Hauora is mentioned in a similar way in the Te Mana o te Wai references within the proposed regional
plan (see Section 2.6.2 above) because these concepts are so closely linked.
47. The Ngāi Tahu evidence to the court has these things to say about hauora:

“Toitu te marae o Tane
Toitu te marae o Tangaroa
Toitu te Iwi
When the land and waters are strong, so are the people.
This powerful whakatauki is an instruction as well as a message to look after the land and
water. The realms of land, water and people are interconnected by presence,
acknowledgement and whakapapa. The interconnections maintain the hauora (health and
wellbeing) of people. Elements of this whakatauki are in many of our sayings and mātauranga
(knowledge, learnings) …39
Hauora is not just a reference to one’s health but to a state of health. Hauora is defined in
English as meaning ‘fit, well, healthy, vigorous, robust.’ A human analogy for hauora is that
you can take a knock, such as have a cold, and have the resilience to bounce back to a healthy
and vigorous state …40
When a waterbody is no longer in the state of hauora, then is it degraded. If a waterbody
continues to degrade over time it may come to a place where remedial actions to a state of te
hauora o te wai is no longer possible or irreversible. Between the states of hauora and
“terminal” is a continuum – degradation is both a state (i.e., it is either degraded or it’s not)
and a process (i.e., a continuum of degradation). In regards to Te Ara Tawhito, Mahinga Kai
and Mauri, cultural thresholds can be used to determine the state of degradation and/or the
extent of degradation along a continuum.
Cultural indicators determine the state and/or extent of degradation in regards to Te Ara
Tawhito, Mahinga Kai and Mauri. These attributes include indicators that assess; whether
the characteristics reflected in the traditional name are still present, the qualities of the river
and if they provide for the cultural uses known of the area, the sound and smell of the water,
flow regime, shape of the river, species present and condition and safety to access and use the
site, and seasonality. Cultural indicators need to be considered as a whole rather than siloed
as separate components, regulatory or otherwise.
The definition of hauora and its application in cultural thresholds for degradation is visualised
in Figure 1. The visualisation describes that when a waterbody is no longer in the state of
hauora (green box), then is it degraded (yellow box). If a waterbody continues to degrade over
time it may come to a place where the state of the waterbody is “terminal” (red box). The
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Evidence in Chief of Ailsa Cain, Introduction, paragraph 1.
Memorandum of Counsel for Ngā Rūnanga regarding Cultural Indicators of Health, 29 November 2019, paragraph 13
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continuum of degradation from one state to another considers cumulative and compounding
impacts, and spatial and temporal factors on Te Ara Tawhito, Mahinga Kai and Mauri.”41

Hauora/Healthy

Sick/Degraded

•Intervention
required e.g.
medical
intervention

Terminal

Cultural Thresholds for degradation
48. Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku understand te hauora o te wai to be a prerequisite to being able to achieve te
hauora o te tangata (including healthy cultural practice such as mahinga kai). Te hauora o te taiao (a
healthy environment) also requires lands and waters to be in a good state, as indicated by the
whakataukī in paragraph 47.
49. The overarching objective of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku is to see hauora restored wherever degradation is
present. It should be noted that to determine a degraded state as “terminal” would be a very serious
finding given its implications for the Crown in relation to Te Tiriti o Waitangi commitments and
principles.
2.6.4

Mahinga Kai

50. The proposed regional plan has this to say about Mahinga Kai, within the context of the partnership
between Environment Southland and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku:
“Kaitiakitanga is central to Ngāi Tahu and is key to their mana whenua. By exercising
kaitiakitanga, Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku actively work to ensure that spiritual, cultural and
mahinga kai values are upheld and sustained for future generations. Kaitiakitanga in this
context includes ensuring the protection, restoration and enhancement of the productivity and
life-supporting capacity of mahinga kai, indigenous biodiversity, air, water, land, natural
habitats and ecosystems, and all other natural resources valued by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku.”42
51. Here is what that Ngāi Tahu evidence has to say about Mahinga Kai:

41
42

Ibid., paragraphs 14 – 16 and Figure 1.
Page 8 of the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan.
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“The NTCSA defines mahinga kai as ‘the customary gathering of food and natural materials,
and the places where those resources are gathered.’ Mahinga kai is more broadly explained
in Te Tangi as being about:
places, ways of doings things, and resources that sustain the people. It includes the work
that is done (and the fuel that is used) in the gathering of all natural resources (plants,
animals, water, sea life, pounamu) to sustain well-being. This includes the ability to clothe,
feed and provide shelter.
Over the centuries, Ngāi Tahu has developed a complex calendar for mahinga kai that is based
on the moon, life-cycles, migratory patterns, seasons and spatial locations. There are regional
and hapū variations to the calendar based on what else is happening at the time, what needs
to be prepared and where the hapū would be.
Mahinga kai requires people to travel seasonally, usually to multiple sites a year for extended
periods of time. Ngāi Tahu historian Bill Dacker notes that the movements of Ngāi Tahu ‘were
according to the seasons – following the life cycles of the animals and the growth cycles of the
proposed regional plants. They would seek the same foods at different times in different
places, depending on variations in climate and locality.’
Water is a significant feature in mahinga kai due to its use in habitat, cultivation, harvesting,
manufacturing and transport as well as for human consumption. The characteristics of the
waterbody (smell, shape, bed, flow, etc) have a direct impact on its health and surrounding
lands, and what is harvested from it and when. Preferential sites for mahinga kai tend to be
hāpua (estuaries, lagoons), repo (wetlands) and the riparian zones of rivers, streams and
lakes.
It is very important to note that mahinga kai are not a one-off resource. For an area to be used
and a species harvested, the collective parts must be able to sustain themselves within a
specified cycle. This cycle also determines the types and quantities of resources that can be
harvested during that season.
Hapū rights and responsibilities guide mahinga kai and hapū are expected to manage the
resource so that it will be available for future generations.”43
52. The draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku objectives as a whole are intended to support ongoing and improved
mahinga kai, protecting opportunities that already exist and increasing opportunities. Particularly
through efforts to restore waterbodies that have been degraded in ways impacting on mahinga kai
species and their habitats, as well as mahinga kai access, harvest and cultural practices. The
relationship between each objective and policies contained in Te Tangi a Tauira is highlighted within
the freshwater management unit sections of this document, including in relation to mahinga kai.
2.6.5

Ngāi Tahu Priorities

53. The proposed regional plan, as well as referencing Ki Uta ki Tai, Te Mana o te Wai, Hauora and Mahinga
Kai, records some key priorities for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku relevant to freshwater objectives:
“The principal elements identified as being of importance to tangata whenua in relation to
water bodies and land include:
Mauri and wairua - Protection of the mauri and wairua of rivers, lakes and wetlands;

43

Evidence in Chief of Ailsa Cain, paragraphs 42-46.
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Mahinga kai - Adverse effects on mahinga kai and harvested aquatic species, including
tuna (eel), kana kana (lamprey), inanga (whitebait), waikōura (freshwater crayfish),
waikākahi (freshwater mussels) and wātakirihi (watercress);
Wāhi tapu and other taonga - The protection of wāhi tapu and areas or resources
associated with water and the beds of rivers and lakes that are of special significance;
Special significance of particular water bodies and Ngāi Tahu landscapes - Recognition
of the special significance of particular rivers and lakes to iwi and the aspirations of iwi to
develop, use and protect water.
Particular rivers, wetlands, springs and lakes have special significance to Ngāi Tahu as their
identity is inextricably linked to those locations and surrounding lands and mountains. These
areas accommodate and sustain specific uses and values that cannot be relocated to other
locations.”44
54. These priority areas are reflected in the Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health, in reorganised data from the
Environment Southland State and Gap report45 and Regional Forum GIS maps, and in the draft Ngāi
Tahu ki Murihiku freshwater objectives themselves.

44

Pages 8-9 of the proposed Southland Water and Land Plan.
This is referring to the Norton, N., Wilson, K., Rodway, E., Hodson, R., Roberts, K., Ward, N., O’Connell-Milne, S., DeSilva,
N. ,Greer, M. (2019) Current Environmental State and the “Gap” to Draft Freshwater Objectives for Southland (draft)
Technical Report. Tables have been created to accompany this report for each of the FMUs that reorganises the technical
report data and additional GIS data in a manner consistent with a ki uta ki tai approach to managing the FMUs.
45
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3.0 Hauora and FMUs
55. Within this section, further detail is provided regarding Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health and how Ngāi
Tahu ki Murihiku are approaching FMUs. Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health and the general approach of
Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku relate to an overall objective of achieving a state of hauora for each FMU and
the waterbodies within them. Section 4.0 identifies values specific to each freshwater management
unit (FMU), some of the issues affecting those values, and describes draft freshwater objectives for
each FMU – Fiordland and Offshore Islands, Waiau, Aparima, Ōreti, and Matāura, including Waituna46.

3.1

Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Indicators of Health
56. Within the suite of evidence provided to the Environment Court by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, there are
references to a number of Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health47. The evidence highlights some areas where
degradation has occurred in relation to certain indicators. Some of these indicators of health overlap
with measures included in the Environment Southland State and Gap report, whilst others are distinct,
often with no associated data48. The following reference list is not an exhaustive list of Ngāi Tahu
Indicators of Health, but an illustration of the range of considerations for Ngāi Tahu. All inter-related
indicators mentioned in the evidence are listed here. An asterisk shows there is some overlap between
the Ngāi Tahu Cultural Health Indicator and the Environment Southland State and Gap report measures.
Form
Shape of the river
Comparison with historic state
Pools and overhanging banks
Natural river mouth environment
Wetland condition
Tributary presence/condition
Ephemeral stream presence/condition
Spring presence/quality/condition
Hydro scheme modifications
Riparian Margins
Nature/extent of riparian vegetation
Riverbank condition
Cover and debris in stream
Habitat corridors
Stock access
Cultural Practice and Use
Uses of the river
Use of the river margin
Safe to gather plants
Fish are safe to eat
Water is safe to drink*
River name as an indicator
Harvesting experience and methods
Catch rates
Transportation and accessibility
Legislative and seasonal access barriers
Contaminated kai species
Condition of resources (eg kelp)
Diversity of resources present
Perception of health risk
Desire to return to a site

Quality
Catchment water quality*
Catchment land use
Clarity of the water*
Turbidity
Sediment in the river*
Estuary siltation*
Smell of the water
Periphyton*
Microbial pathogens*
Faecal contamination*
Cyanobacteria*
Eutrophication*
Sediment contamination*
Contaminated sites
Consented discharges to water
Algae*
Lake quality/condition*
Groundwater quality/condition*
Estuary quality/condition*
Land and soil quality/condition
Drain and small stream clearance

Quantity
Flow characteristics
Flow variations/flow regime
Flood flows
Sound of flow
Movement of water
Movement of gravel
Connectivity
Aquatic Life
Indigenous vs exotic species
Species abundance and diversity*
Threat classification of species
Population trends
Food*
Habitat
Temperature*
Oxygen*
Nitrate toxicity*
Ammonia toxicity*
Disease and parasite load
Life cycle stages and triggers
Barriers to fish passage

46

Note that an additional Waituna FMU may be added in the region so specific draft freshwater objectives have been
identified for Waituna.
47
Memorandum of Counsel for Ngā Rūnanga regarding Cultural Indicators of Health, 29 November 2019
48
Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku monitoring can provide detailed site specific assessments to improve on data deficiencies.
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3.2

National and Southland Measures
57. Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are considering the relationship of national attributes and ‘Southland
attributes’49 with Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health and bottomlines for cultural health. There are some
basic principles that can be applied to better align application of national and Southland attributes with
Ngāi Tahu ki Muirihiku draft freshwater objectives.
Guiding Principles for Attributes
A.

The identified attributes alone cannot support the hauora of waterbodies, so additional
measures are needed, including assessing against Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health.

B.

Where an attribute is referencing an issue associated with risk of people getting sick,
Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku seeks that this risk be reduced to the lowest possible level.

C.

Where an attribute is assessing levels of toxicity and potential harm to species, Ngāi
Tahu ki Murihiku will also seek to avoid effects harmful to species by reducing this risk
to the lowest possible level.

D.

A state of hauora, or healthy resilience in a waterbody, is likely to correspond with higher
end attribute states (ie a mixture of ‘A’ and ‘B’ state attributes).

E.

Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku consider a state lower than ‘A’ or ‘B’ appropriate for an attribute
if the waterbody being assessed would naturally sit at a lower level for that measure, so
the lower state can be assessed as consistent with a state of hauora for that waterbody.

F.

The nature and behaviour of particular waterbodies is important to understand when
considering attributes and indicators.

G.

A state of hauora will be the result of the interaction of a combination of attributes and
indicators.

58. These guidelines include some minimum expectations. To understand them it is worth revisiting the
passages on Hauora in Section 2.6.3. Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are focussed on restoring what has been
degraded within Southland waterbodies, as well as protecting what remains in a good state. Wherever
measures for a waterbody are falling short of the draft minimum expectations signalled in this section,
that is indicating the need for intervention. It will show that a waterbody has been degraded, that it is
in an unhealthy state, and needs support to recover lost resilience.
59. The available attribute data for each freshwater management unit (FMU) has been re-organised in
accompanying tables to show the measures for particular waterbodies. In combination with data
presented in court evidence50, this better enables Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku to speak about the whakapapa
of these waterbodies, as well as the whakapapa of issues affecting them. It also provides some insight
into how closely aligned the state of the waterbodies appear in relation to the above guiding principles.
60. Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Indicators of Health from the preceding section are also relevant to
understanding degradation and what is needed to restore a state of hauora. Following are maps from
the court evidence showing data that provides context to thinking about hauora. These have been
referred to in setting the draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku freshwater objectives for each FMU.

49

The term ‘Southland Attributes’ is used in the Environment Southland State and Gap Report to describe attributes
proposed for use as freshwater objectives in Southland, in addition to the national compulsory attributes).
50 Appendices to the Memorandum of Counsel for Ngā Rūnanga regarding Cultural Indicators of Health
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3.3

Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Approach to FMUs
61. The diagram below summarises how Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku see the relationship of the freshwater management units (FMUs) and draft freshwater objectives with all the information
discussed in the Context section and some of the values information already provided to the Regional Forum.
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62. The following diagram shows how the structure of the FMU relates to Ngāi Tahu values and
understanding of freshwater management.
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4.0 Draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Freshwater Objectives
4.1

Values and Objectives
63. The Regional Forum has been provided with prior information regarding the values and interests of
Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, which are noted in the ‘Ngāitahutanga’ box that forms the foundation of the
diagram on page 26. The draft Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku freshwater objectives are intended to provide for
these values and interests, as described below, and to pick up on national values from the Freshwater
NPS (see Section 2.5.5).

Tino Rangatiratanga
64. Tino Rangatiratanga refers to self-determination and the ability of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku to directly
manage resources. Rangatiratanga is the companion to kawanatanga, which is the role of local
government in relation to resource management in Southland. Wherever objectives are referring to
direct management of water, relationship with Treaty Settlement instruments and ability to support
cultural practices and associations, this value is supported.

Mana
65. Mana is relevant to both the waterbodies themselves (ie Te Mana o te Wai) and to manawhenua,
whānau, hapū and to all tribal members. All those whose whakapapa connects them with the tribe
have an interest in the well-being of tribal assets, which includes Treaty Settlement mechanisms
relevant to waterbodies in Southland. Manawhenua with whakapapa connecting them to these
waterbodies, who are looking after them locally as tangata tiaki, are doing so on behalf of the tribe as
a whole. In this way they are upholding tribal mana, particularly when waterbodies are in good health
and resources enable manaakitanga (e.g. tuna (eels) are plentiful, of good quality and can be shared
with visitors). Wherever the objectives seek to restore what has been degraded, protect what is in
good health and look after mahinga kai practices, this value is supported.

Whakapapa
66. All waterbodies have the common whakapapa described in the Wai Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku report
provided to the Regional Forum. Following on, each waterbody has a specific whakapapa (origin story)
that can be described by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, which has a direct relationship with the whakapapa of
tribal members, and cultural associations and cultural practice. For instance, the name of a waterbody
may speak to the resources it was known for, to specific tūpuna (ancestors), to waka journeys linked to
waves of migration and particular tribal histories. Whānau may have intergenerational rights to access
resources from a waterbody, based on their whakapapa. Wherever the objectives acknowledge the
cultural significance of a waterbody, cultural associations and cultural practices associated with it, this
value is supported.

Mauri
67. Mauri is the intrinsic life force of a waterbody, the gift of Io Matua described in the Wai Ngāi Tahu ki
Murihiku report. Looking after this gift is a primary intergenerational responsibility, to honour past and
future generations. This value is supported by Te Mana o te Wai. Wherever the objectives seek to
prioritise the waterbody, restore what has been degraded, protect what is in good health and therefore
look after the fundamental relationship of people with water and particular waterbodies, this value is
supported.
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Mātauranga
68. Mātauranga is another gift that needs to be nurtured, as described in the Wai Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
report in relation to Ngā Kete, and to Te Kete Tuauri, founded in love. This includes the need for
intergenerational knowledge transfer, which is a core element of cultural health and directly related to
the ability to share cultural practices with the next generation (e.g. grandparents out on rivers gathering
kai with their mokopuna). Degradation of waterbodies in Southland is directly impacting on cultural
health and the ability to transfer knowledge. Ngāi Tahu ki Murihku Indicators of Health are derived
from understanding what is needed to support cultural association and cultural practice, as well as
overall community health. These indicators both encompass mātauranga and support mātauranga.
Wherever the objectives seek to restore what has been degraded, protect what is in good health, utilise
Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Indicators of Health and share knowledge with others, this value is supported.

Tikanga
69. Tikanga guides human interactions with waterbodies and often relates to the whakapapa of a particular
waterbody. If a waterbody is wai tapu, this indicates the way in which its waters are to be respected
and how they may be used. If a waterbody is known for particular resources, then customary mahinga
kai rights will likely guide who can access those resources and where they can access them. Tikanga
anticipates that the quality of waters and resources are protected, and why direct discharges to water,
particularly of wastewater, are considered to be culturally offensive practices. Where discharge or
contamination occurs within a waterbody known for its capacity to provide kai, in a manner that affects
ability to harvest or confidence in the safety of kai, this is a significant cultural offense. Wherever the
objectives seek to avoid contamination, improve discharge practices or improve levels of
contamination, as well as support cultural association and cultural practice, this value is supported.

Whakaaro
70. Whakaaro is described in the Wai Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku report as the gift that relates to industry and
what is created with the resources available, Te Kete Aronui. There is a relationship here with
mātauranga, but also with core components of the Ngāi Tahu economy. The ara tāwhito (ancient trails)
within each freshwater management unit are trade routes as much as they are paths taken for seasonal
mahinga kai practice. Many lead to pounamu waters where the stone is sourced, and now primarily
protected, for future generations. Wherever the objectives relate to ara tāwhito, cultural association
and cultural practice, this value is supported.

Kaitiakitanga
71. Kaitiakitanga involves manawhenua acting for the benefit of waterbodies, encompassing the actions
they take in recognition of their intergenerational responsibilities to those waterbodies. Wherever the
objectives seek to restore what has been degraded, protect what is in good health, utilise Ngāi Tahu ki
Murihiku Indicators of Health and support tikanga, this value is supported.

Wairua
72. Wairua is referring to the spiritual dimension, connected with rangatiratanga, mana, mauri,
whakapapa, ki uta ki tai and wai tapu, as described in Te Tangi a Tauira. Within the gift of Te Kete
Tuatea, as described in the Wai Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku report, wairua is nurtured through karakia and
cultural practice. Wherever the objectives acknowledge the cultural significance of a waterbody,
cultural associations and cultural practices associated with it, this value is supported.
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Hauora
73. Hauora is covered in Section 2.6.3 and Section 3.0. Wherever the objectives specifically reference a
state of hauora and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Indicators of Health, this value is supported.

Taonga
74. Taonga describes what is precious. This includes wai taonga, treasured waters and waterbodies (e.g.
waipuna, repo), as well as taonga species and their habitats. Taonga species include those listed in the
Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement Act (NTCSA) and in Appendix M of the proposed Southland Water and
Land Plan (the proposed regional plan), but it is important to also remember that all indigenous flora
and fauna are considered taonga. Wherever the objectives seek to restore what has been degraded,
protect what is in good health, utilise Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Indicators of Health and refer to taonga
species, their habitats and indigenous biodiversity, this value is supported.

Mahinga Kai
75. Mahinga Kai is covered in Section 2.5.4 and Section 2.6.4. Wherever the objectives seek to restore
what has been degraded, protect what is in good health, utilise Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku Indicators of
Health and refer to mahinga kai species, habitat or practice, this value is supported.

Ki Uta Ki Tai
76. Ki Uta Ki Tai is covered in Section 2.5.2 and Section 2.6.1. Wherever the objectives utilise Ngāi Tahu ki
Murihiku Indicators of Health, and reference the relationship of lands and land based activities with the
health of waterbodies, this value is supported.

Te Mana o Te Wai
77. Te Mana o te Wai is covered in Section 2.5.3 and Section 2.6.2. Wherever the objectives seek to
prioritise the waterbody, restore what has been degraded, protect what is in good health and therefore
look after the fundamental relationship of people with water and particular waterbodies, this value is
supported.

4.2

Ngā Paetae - Five Core Objectives
78. There are five draft freshwater objectives that have been identified by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku to apply
within all the freshwater management units (FMUS). In the sections specific to each FMU, the
relationship between these common objectives and waterbodies within each FMU is indicated.
79. Central to this approach is the understanding that each river system and waterbody has its own
whakapapa, and that the issues affecting its mauri also have a whakapapa. While there are common
issues appearing across the region, what is manifested in an FMU or particular waterbody is specific to
the history and characteristics of the area.

Paetae Tuatahi
The way water is managed will:




recognise and provide for rangatiratanga, customary rights and development rights
enable customary use and protection and restoration of cultural heritage, and
utilise and support the intent of Ngāi Tahu Settlement instruments.
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Explanation
80. The significance of areas and of species in those areas, highlighted through Crown Settlement with Ngāi
Tahu, remains unchanged over many generations. This relates directly to Ngāi Tahu rangatiratanga and
development rights, recognised by the Crown in Te Tiriti o Waitangi and through the Treaty Settlement
process. Customary rights continue in association with waterbodies and species identified as culturally
significant.
81. Mahinga kai is a core element of cultural use in relation to freshwater and an aspect of living cultural
heritage requiring protection, as well as restoration. Species involved in the practice of mahinga kai
are dependent on the quality of habitat, as well as water management that supports their life stages
and habits. Repo (wetlands) play a significant role in mahinga kai habitat and practice, as well as in
environmental quality and support for biodiversity values, including taonga species and habitats.
82. Waitapu (sacred waters) and treasured waipuna (springs) are another fundamental element of cultural
heritage. Ara tāwhito also provide for intergenerational cultural connection, particularly where cultural
practice can be sustained along these old trails.

Paetae Tuarua
All waterbodies that have been degraded will be returned to a state of hauora, which will in
turn improve provision for cultural use and association.

Explanation
83. This objective refers to a range of waterbodies, including aquifers, springs, wetlands, streams, rivers,
lakes, and associated estuaries and coastal margins. In this planning context, a state of hauora would
correspond with draft minimum expectations and a good assessment against Ngāi Tahu Indicators of
Health, as described in Section 3.1.
84. Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health are derived from Ngāi Tahu assessment tools developed over the last
twenty years, since the Ngāi Tahu Settlement. These have most recently been refined for Ngāi Tahu ki
Murihiku through the Ngā Kete o te Wānanga project in relation to particular cultural uses of a
waterbody.
85. Challenges to a state of hauora may remain, for instance in relation to the presence of hydroelectricity
generation infrastructure, but the expectation of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku is that all measures that can be
improved will be improved, consistent with the objective of a state of hauora.

Paetae Tuatoru
There will be no further deterioration of waterbodies and consistent, progressive measured
improvement where waterbodies have been degraded, towards a state of hauora.

Explanation
86. Waterbodies assessed as having some measures in a high quality state or a state consistent with hauora
must be protected from harm to that quality.
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87. All measures for a waterbody assessed as not aligned with a state of hauora must be progressively
improved until Paetae Tuarua is achieved.
88. This combination of protection and progress towards hauora will need to be tracked as part of a
consistent annual monitoring programme.
89. Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku consider a state of hauora to be beneficial to all, and therefore a worthwhile
shared vision for Southland waterbodies.

Paetae Tuawhā
The goal is to:


establish a long term monitoring programme using Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health
that adds to the existing council monitoring programme, and



use Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health to assess the state of waterbodies and the impact
of proposed activities on them, including in resource consent decision-making
processes.

Explanation
90. For many waterbodies and systems that are currently monitored there is often no corresponding data
around Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health and no consistent monitoring done of these health indicators to
assist planning and decision-making.
91. By using these indicators to create a long term data record and inform decisions, it will be possible to
track progress towards a state of hauora and assist in preventing further degradation. Ngāi Tahu
Indicators of Health are beneficial beyond the rights, interests and values of Ngāi Tahu as they will assist
to restore degraded systems for communities as a whole.

Paetae Tuarima
Communities and catchment groups will be supported to understand Ki Uta Ki Tai, Te Mana o
te Wai, Hauora and Mahinga Kai, and will be provided with the means to work effectively
towards a state of hauora for each waterbody.

Explanation
92. Achieving a state of hauora will require working together with communities and catchment groups over
many years. A foundation step will be helping these groups to understand core concepts and the
relationship of these concepts with freshwater objectives. Communities and catchment groups will
need guidance and a range of tools and options to help them in the journey towards hauora, relevant
to the waterbodies they are responsible for supporting back to health.
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4.3

Fiordland and Offshore Islands Freshwater Management Unit

4.3.1

Whakapapa and Values

93. Within the Fiordland and Offshore Islands freshwater management unit (Fiordland and Islands FMU)
are lands and waters preserved in many respects as they were for Ngāi Tahu tūpuna. These areas
provide an insight into the environments frequented and inhabited by Ngāi Tahu over many
generations. The preservation of the majority of these lands and waters is a result of nationally and
internationally protected status. A challenge for manawhenua in the modern era is ability to maintain
customary practices, given there are a number of legislative barriers restricting access and use within
Crown managed lands.
94. Ka Huru Manu, the Ngāi Tahu Atlas, records names and associations within Te Atawhenua (the
Fiordland area), Rakiura (Stewart Island), the Tītī Islands and other offshore islands (Ngā Moutere o
Murihiku) too numerous to mention individually, which are overall indicative of rich cultural
connection. When looking at the whole of this FMU, it is possible to see the significance of Te Ara a
Kiwa, the coastal marine area, and the coastal and inland trails. The links between the values of each
FMU are visible within a connected cultural landscape (see map on page 39). Within these lands are
areas reserved for Ngāi Tahu or vested in Ngāi Tahu ownership. For instance, the Waitutu Block
consisting of lands reserved for Ngāi Tahu owners between the Waitutu River and Wairaukahiri River
on the southern coast. The Tītī Islands are vested in Ngāi Tahu ownership, and Ngāi Tahu owners hold
the majority of Ruapuke. In addition there are a number of reserved lands on Rakiura, which are
managed for indigenous biodiversity by the Rakiura Māori Lands Trust.
95. The Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku iwi management plan, Te Tangi a Tauira, records this whakapapa in relation
to Te Atawhenua:
“In 1853, Walter Mantell on behalf of the Crown acquired title from Ngāi Tahu to over seven
million acres for £2,600 in the Southland region. A total of 4,875 acres was set aside for Ngāi
Tahu in seven reserves at Tuturau, Ōue, Ōmāui, Aparima, Kawakaputaputa, Oraka and
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Ōuetoto. Ngāi Tahu have always maintained that the region known as Fiordland was not to
be included in the Murihiku Purchase …
The Fiordland area represents, in tradition, the raised up sides of Te Waka o Aoraki, after it
foundered on a submerged reef and its occupants, Aoraki and his brothers, were turned to
stone. The brothers are now manifested in the highest peaks of Ngā Tiritiri o Te Moana (the
Southern Alps). The Fiords at the southern end of the Alps were carved out of the raised side
of the wrecked Te Waka o Aoraki (the canoe of Aoraki) by Tū Te Rakiwhānoa, in an effort to
make it habitable by humans. The deep gouges and long waterways that make up the Fiords
were intended to provide safe havens on the rugged coastline, and stocked with ﬁsh, forest
and birds to sustain humans.
It was the richness of pounamu (particularly kokotangiwai) and mahinga kai resources that
attracted Ngāi Tahu to Fiordland. Thus the area has a network of coastal settlements,
pounamu trails, mineral working areas, kāinga, nohoanga, cultivation areas, and ﬁshing
grounds. The tūpuna had considerable knowledge of whakapapa, traditional trails and
tauranga waka, places for gathering kai and other taonga, ways in which to use the resources
of the lakes, rivers and coast and tikanga for the proper and sustainable utilisation of
resources. All of these values remain important to Ngāi Tahu today …
The purchase of Rakiura (Stewart Island) from Ngāi Tahu was completed by Henry Tacy Clarke
on behalf of the Crown in 1864, with 420,000 acres acquired for a total of £6,000. Nine
reserves amounting to about 935 acres were set aside at Lords Harbour, Port Adventure, the
north side of Ōhekia (Patersons Inlet), North Point of Horse Shoe Bay, Cultivation Point (Port
William), Raggedy River, Mitini near the South Head of Masons Bay, Toparetutai (Port Easy),
plus an unspeciﬁed amount on The Neck/Foveaux Strait area for those of mixed descent.
Twenty one named Tītī Islands were also reserved for Ngāi Tahu/Ngāti Mamoe.”51
96. Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveax Strait) and Stewart Island Rakiura are recorded as a Statutory Acknowledgement
Area within the Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998 (NTCSA), recording voyaging traditions within
tribal histories, settlement and use throughout the area, including offshore islands such as Ruapuke
(where Te Tiriti was signed), Rarotoka and the Titi Islands. Kaimoana resources, such as rimurapa (bullkelp) used to make poha (storage containers), and mahinga kai more generally are mentioned in this
statutory mechanism. Rimurapa is also one of the species listed as a taonga species within the NTCSA.
In addition, Mt Anglem Hananui and Toi Toi Wetland on Rakiura, and Whenua Hou (Codfish Island) are
Statutory Acknowledgement Areas. So too is Te Mimi o Tū te Rakiwhānoa (the Fiordland coastal marine
area) with its complex of fiords, including Milford Sound Piopiotahi and Doubtful Sound Patea, as well
as Lake Hauroko and Tūtoko (Mt Tutoko) in Te Atawhenua (Fiordland). The Fiordland (Te Moana o
Atawhenua) Marine Management Act 2005 also applies here, which establishes the Fiordland
Guardians, including Ngāi Tahu representation, and customary access to pounamu in the area.
97. The Tītī Islands vested in Ngāi Tahu ownership provide the means to continue mahinga kai practice
associated with the harvest of tītī (sooty shearwaters or muttonbirds), an unbroken tradition that has
connected whānau to these islands through the generations. Rights to harvest are dependent upon
whakapapa and spatially located within each of the islands. Tītī are experiencing challenges to their
populations as a result of ocean changes, which in turn present challenges to maintaining this mahinga
kai practice. At this time, the practice is alive and well, occurring between March and May as it has
done every year for many generations. Tītī harvest provides context around the significance of what
has happened on the mainland where degradation of waterbodies has impacted on intergenerational
practice of mahinga kai. These islands, including Horomamae (Owen Island), Pikomamaku (Women’s
51

See Te Tangi a Tauira, Section 2.4 – Murihiku Deed of Purchase, 17 August 1853 and Section 2.5 - Rakiura Deed of
Purchase, 29 June 1864 on page 43 and Section 3.3 – Te Atawhenua Fiordland on page 86.
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Island) and Kaihuka Island, have mātaitai52 associated with them. A mātaitai at Paterson Inlet TeWhaka-a-Te-Wera supports habitat and mahinga kai practice in this culturally significant location.
98. Fresh waterbodies within Te Atawhenua, Rakiura and the offshore islands, to the extent that they are
currently monitored, show a state that generally corresponds with te hauora o te wai. Enduring cultural
associations with these areas make this a significant correlation with cultural health. This provides a
measure against which the health of waterbodies in other FMUs can be assessed. However, issues
include barriers to fish passage within Te Atawhenua, faecal contamination within Kairākau (Halfmoon
Bay), discharge of wastewater to Milford Sound Piopiotahi and hydroelectricity scheme discharge to
Doubtful Sound Patea. Didymo is also present in at least two locations within Te Atawhenua. Pollution
found on the bed of the deep waters of sounds and lakes shows us the importance of Te Mana o te
Wai, the importance of respecting waterbodies, if we are to maintain them in a good state of health.
4.3.2

Fiordland and Offshore Islands FMU Draft Freshwater Objectives

99. Ahead of the draft freshwater objectives are two maps of the FMU. The first map created by Te
Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu gives a spatial indication of Ngāi Tahu interests and values within the FMU (which
is indicative rather than exhaustive). The latter council map is of current monitoring sites in the FMU53.
100. The draft freshwater objectives that follow the maps are a refinement of earlier draft objectives. The
earlier draft objectives are shown in a table, including how each draft relates to the common objectives
introduced in Section 4.2. The ‘Issues Addressed’ column of the table provides an indication of issues
for this FMU that the early draft objective was intended to address to some extent. Some particularly
relevant policies in Te Tangi a Tauira, the iwi management plan, are referenced in the second to last
column of the table to show consistent intent between the draft freshwater objective and longstanding
Papatipu Rūnanga policy54. The final column of the table provides a shorthand indicator of which
matters relevant to implementing Te Mana o te Wai are also addressed to some extent. Below is the
legend that enables interpretation of this final column. The revised draft objectives should be referred
to as the improved expression of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku intent for freshwater management in the FMU.
Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44 Indicators



Te Hauora o te Wai (the health and mauri of water)



Te Hauora o te Tangata (the health and mauri of the people)



Te Hauora o te Taiao (the health and mauri of the environment)



Mahinga kai



Mahi māra (cultivation)



Wai Tapu (Sacred Waters)



Wai Māori (municipal and domestic water supply)

$

Āu Putea (economic or commercial value)



He ara haere (navigation)

52

Mātaitai are customary fishing reserves established under the Fisheries Act 1996 and the South Island Customary Fishing
Regulations 1999 that enable customary fisheries management by Ngāi Tahu tangata tiaki.
53
These relate to the tables of re-organised data from the Environment Southland “Gap” report and Regional Forum GIS
54
The iwi management plan should be read more fully to expand on these few references.
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Indicative Ngāi Tahu interests and values within the Fiordland and Offshore Islands FMU
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Monitoring sites within the Fiordland and Offshore Islands FMU
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Fiordland and Offshore Islands FMU - Draft Objectives (revised)

1.

Treaty Partnership arrangement

Before 2023, establish a co-governance and co-management arrangement for Fiordland and
the Offshore Islands55 between Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku that,
in conjunction with regional plan provisions, will:
a) recognise and provide for rangatiratanga, customary rights and development rights;
b) enable customary use, protection and restoration of cultural heritage;
c) utilise and support the intent of Settlement instruments and lands reserved for Ngāi
Tahu, including:














Te Mimi o Tū te Rakiwhānoa (Fiordland coastal marine area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
Tūtoko Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Lake Hauroko Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Rakiura/Te Ara a Kiwa (Rakiura/Fouveaux Strait Coastal Marine Area)
Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Hananui (Mount Anglem) Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Toi Toi Wetland Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Whenua Hou, including Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Tūtoko Tōpuni
Parterson Inlet Native Reserve and Te Whaka-a-Te-Wera mātaitai
Tītī Islands and associated mātaitai
customary fisheries, taonga species and mahinga kai
any new mechanism introduced (e.g. mātaitai, nohoanga)
Ruapuke, Rarotoka, Raggedy River Native Reserve, Cultivation Point
Native Reserve, Horseshoe Bay Native Reserve, The Neck Native Reserve,
Port Adventure Native Reserve, Lords River SILNA lands, Toparetutae/Port
Easy Māori Reserve

d) support development of a hauora plan and an associated cultural monitoring
programme by 2025, incorporating transfer of powers for cultural monitoring under
S33 of the RMA;
e) identify mechanisms that enable the imposition of rāhui.
2.

Hauora Plan

(1) Before 2026, Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, in accordance with
any arrangement established under Objective 1, will work in partnership to establish
an overarching Hauora Plan for the Fiordland and Offshore Islands FMU56:
a)
b)
c)
d)

55

56

supporting community action that upholds Te Mana o te Wai
protecting waterbodies in a high quality state
addressing adverse impacts of activities on the state of waterbodies
protecting and enhancing provision for cultural use and association.

This could be established under the Mana Whakahono a Rohe provisions of the Act to provide statutory weight
Separate plans are likely to be appropriate for Fiordland and the Offshore Islands
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(2) Particular priorities for protection, restoration and enhancement are:
a) all high quality waterbodies within the Fiordland and Offshore Islands FMU
b) coastal mātaitai, including at Paterson Inlet Te Whaka-a-Te-Wera mātaitai and
surrounding the Tītī Islands
(3) The hauora plan will include actions and measures that:
a)

support the health of all aquifers, springs, wetlands, rivers, lakes, fiords, estuaries
and coastal margins, particularly those in a high quality state
b) identify areas requiring support or intervention to maintain, restore or enhance a
high quality state
c) identify and protect mahinga kai gathering areas and improve access to mahinga kai
areas and resources
d) prioritise the habitat needs of indigenous species and the ecosystems that support
them
e) prevent introduction of pest species where waterbodies are free from them
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Fiorldand and Offshore Islands
Early Draft Freshwater Objectives
The way water is managed within the Fiordland and
Offshore Islands freshwater management unit will:




recognise and provide for rangatiratanga,
customary rights and development rights
enable customary use and protection and
restoration of cultural heritage, and
utilise and support the intent of Ngāi Tahu
Settlement instruments, including:
- Te Mimi o Tū te Rakiwhānoa (Fiordland
coastal marine area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- Tūtoko Statutory Acknowledgement
Area
- Lake
Hauroko
Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- Rakiura/Te
Ara
a
Kiwa
(Rakiura/Fouveaux Strait Coastal
Marine
Area)
Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- Hananui (Mount Anglem) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- Toi
Toi
Wetland
Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- Whenua
Hou
Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- Tūtoko Tōpuni
- Paterson Inlet Te-Whaka-a-Te-Wera
mātaitai
- multiple Tītī Islands mātaitai
- customary fisheries
- taonga species and mahinga kai
- any new mechanism introduced (e.g.
mātaitai, nohoanga)
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Ngā Paetae
Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Indicative Issues Addressed






Treaty roles and responsibilities are
respected
and
reflected
in
outcomes, including recognition of
Ngāi Tahu development rights with
respect to future development
opportunities involving water, and
protection of customary rights as
usufruct rights
Supports customary use and cultural
heritage, including intergenerational
transfer of knowledge and traditions,
such as mahinga kai and pūrākau.
Ensures
Treaty
Settlement
instruments relevant to the
Fiordland and Offshore Islands FMU
are utilised and supported

Indicative Relevant Te Tangi Policies57
Assist regional, territorial and national
authorities to understand Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
values and perspectives, and thus fulfill their
statutory obligations under the Resource
Management Act 1991, Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998, Local Government 2002
and other relevant legislation.
(1.4 Purpose of this Plan)

Te Mana o te Wai
Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44

 $ 

That users of this Plan understand the principles
of the Treaty of Waitangi and that the interests
and values of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are
protected and enhanced. This includes the safe
guarding of all cultural heritage and
significant sites and places.
(1.12 Outcomes)
That the lands, waters, sea, air and natural
resources of Fiordland are managed in an
integrated way.
(Vision for Fiordland)
Ensure that it is understood that cultural order
comes from the natural environment and that
lack of respect, honour and protection of this
natural order compromises Māori culture, wellbeing and spiritual health.
(Kaupapa 3.1.3.6)
All Ngāi Tahu Whānui, current and future
generations, must have the ability to access,
use and protect mahinga kai resources, and the
history and traditions that are part of
customary use of such resources, as guaranteed
by the Treaty of Waitangi.
(3.3.14 Customary Use)

Te Tangi a Tauira, the iwi management plan, should be read as a whole to understand the context of all draft objectives.
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Identify cultural values associated with Offshore
Islands and the mechanisms provided to protect
such values.
(3.7.1 Retention of Natural Vegetation, Habitat
and Fauna)
Advocate that all management decisions shall
take into account the protection and survival of
indigenous species of flora and fauna (rare and
not rare, and including taonga species
contained in the Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement
Act 1998) in their natural habitats and
ecosystems.
(3.4.11 Animal and Bird Pests)
Recognise and provide for the relationship of
Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku within Taiāpure,
Mātaitai and Tauranga Ika areas, and provide
for the exercise of customary ﬁshing rights
under the South Island Customary Fishing
ﬁshing regulations.
(3.6.10 Management Areas)

Protect the high quality of all waterbodies,
including aquifers, puna (springs), repo
(wetlands), awa (rivers and streams), roto
(lakes), fiords, estuaries and coastal margins,
to maintain a state of hauora.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru



Manage the potential for human
impact where a state of hauora is
present, including from increased
pressure on infrastructure and
facilities, biosecurity impacts on
inland waterways and barriers to fish
passage

Ensure the protection of all sites identified as
nohoanga (e.g.) under the Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998 and otherwise, as a means
of providing tangata whenua with an
opportunity to experience the landscape as
our tūpuna did, and to promote customary
practices associated with mahinga kai.
(3.3.15.1 Nohoanga)
That the lands, waters and biodiversity of
Fiordland are managed in a way that is
consistent with indigenous concepts of
wilderness – whereby humans are a part of
nature, as opposed to separate from it, and
sustainable customary use is consistent with the
protection of this special place.

 $ 

That the pristine waters of Fiordland are used as
a baseline for water quality policy in other areas
of Fiordland.
(3.3 Vision for Fiordland)
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Protect the mountains of Fiordland, as the
headwaters of our rivers and lakes, to ensure
continuous healthy flow ki uta ki tai, from
mountains to the sea.
(Kaupapa 3.3.1.2)
Require that freshwater management in
Fiordland reflects the principles of ki uta ki tai,
and thus the flow of water from source to sea,
including the relationship between rivers, lakes,
wetlands, waipuna and the coastal Fiords.
(3.3.10.1 General Water Policy)
Require that hydroelectric development
consideration, feasibility studies, and project
management in Fiordland recognises and gives
effect to the principle of ki uta ki tai
(mountains to sea).
(3.3.11.1 Hydro Development/Generation)
Ensure that development and tourism in
Fiordland does not compromise the pristine state
of Fiordland waters.
(3.3.10.2 General Water Policy)
Manage our freshwater resources wisely, mō
tātou, ā, mō ngā uri ā muri ake nei, for all of us
and the generations that follow.
(3.3.10.5 General Water Policy)
Like Fiordland the pristine waters on Offshore
Islands are an example or goal in which other
areas in Murihiku can strive toward.
(3.7.6 Water Policy)
Protect, and where needed enhance, the mauri
or life supporting capacity of ngā roto
waimāori.
(3.3.12.5 Ngā Roto Waimāori - Lakes)
Encourage the protection and appropriate
valuation of native forest ecosystems as natural
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capital: the water, soil and biodiversity, and the
essential ecosystem services they provide.
(3.3.16.3 Native Forest Ecosystems)
Prioritise the habitat needs of mahinga kai and
taonga species known to be present in lakes,
wetlands, rivers, fiords, estuaries and coastal
margins.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Supports continued cultural practice
and association with mahinga kai and
taonga species

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

 

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)

The goal is to:




establish a long term monitoring programme
within the Fiordland and Offshore Islands FMU
using Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health to assess
hauora, adding to the existing council monitoring
programme, including an early pilot that
transfers powers from the regional council to
Papatipu Rūnanga for monitoring these
indicators, and
use Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health to assess
hauora of waterbodies and the impact of
proposed activities on them, including in
resource consent decision-making processes.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuawhā




Provides for use of tools developed
by Ngāi Tahu to assess the health of
waterbodies
Transfer of powers provides for
rangatiratanga

Provide and recognise for the strong cultural
links with coastal landscapes and biodiversity
held by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku.
(3.6.13 Coastal Ecosystems)
Promote the use of State of the Takiwā
environmental monitoring for Murihiku river
catchments.

 

Promote the use of the Cultural Health Index as
a tool to facilitate monitoring of stream health,
and to provide long term data that can be used
to assess river health over time.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Encourage and participate in cultural monitoring
of the health of estuarine and coastal river
mouth areas.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Development)
Recognise and where appropriate consider the
use of Section 33 of the Resource Management
Act 1991 which allows local authorities the
transfer of powers to an iwi authority.
(4.6 Implementing Te Tangi a Tauira)
Require that monitoring provisions are present
in all aspects of hydropower development
scheme operations.
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(3.3.11.8 Hydro Development/Generation)
Any new allocation of water within the Fiordland and
Offshore Islands FMU will provide for Ngāi Tahu
rangatiratanga, customary rights and development
rights, including through provision of allocation for
ahi kā, mahinga kai and kaitiakitanga purposes.

Paetae Tuatahi



Recognises rangatiratanga and
provides for direct management of
water

Ngāi Tahu’s right to development, as per the
Treaty of Waitangi, must be recognised and
provided for with respect to water allocation
from freshwater resources.
(3.5.14 Water Quantity – Abstractions)

 $ 

Ngāi Tahu’s right to development, as per the
Treaty of Waitangi, must be recognised and
provided for with respect to future development
and commercial activities in Fiordland, including
the export of water.
(3.3.10.3 General Water Policy)
Protect drinking water sources

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru



Impacts
of
discharges
of
contaminants on water resources
and the relationship of Ngāi Tahu ki
Murihiku to such resources.

Promote river management that adopts the
priorities established in the Te Rūnanga o Ngāi
Tahu Freshwater Policy 1997. The priorities are:
Priority 1:
Sustain the mauri of the
waterbodies within the catchment.
Priority 2: Meet the basic health and safety
needs of humans (drinking water) …
(3.5.11 Rivers)

 

Strive for the highest possible standard of water
quality that is characteristic of a particular
place/waterway, recognising principles of
achievability. This means that we strive for
drinking water quality in water we once drank
from, contact recreation in water we once used
for bathing or swimming, water quality capable
of sustaining healthy mahinga kai in waters we
use for providing kai.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)
Prevent direct discharges to water from
infrastructure and address issues arising from existing
systems (including wastewater and hydroelectricity
discharges) in order to support a state of hauora.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima



Supports cultural associations and
cultural use by avoiding culturally
offensive wastewater discharges and
the impacts of direct discharges on
waterbodies and cultural practices

Avoid the use of water as a receiving
environment for the direct, or point source,
discharge of contaminants. Generally, all
discharge must ﬁrst be to land.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)

 $

Avoid impacts on coastal waters as a result of
inappropriate discharge from activities occurring
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upstream and in areas adjacent to coastal
waters.
(3.6.7 Coastal Water Quality)
Advocate for existing infrastructure to be
improved to the highest possible standards, and
for the utilisation of new technologies that can
enable new growth and development while
minimising adverse effects.
(3.3.5.5 Fiordland)
Planning for future development must
recognise and provide for cumulative effects on
the land, water, biodiversity and cultural
landscape of Fiordland.
(3.3.5.6 Fiordland)
Avoid the use of ngā roto waimāori as a
receiving environment for the discharge of
contaminants (e.g. industrial, residential,
recreational or agricultural sources).
(3.3.12.6 Ngā Roto Waimāori - Lakes)
Advocate for a coordinated, sustainable
approach to the provision and management of
utilities and services in Piopiotahi.
(3.3.4.7 Piopiotahi)
Require that activities related to roading,
bridges, sewage facilities, buildings and other
infrastructure avoid discharges of contaminants
to the waters of the Sounds. Bunding, riparian
areas and other measures must be used to
mitigate any adverse effects associated with
discharge (e.g. run off of stormwater).
(3.3.4.8 Piopiotahi)
The regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku to
develop means of instituting rāhui within the
Fiordland and Offshore Islands FMU when necessary
in accordance with tikanga.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Whānau are able to apply tikanga
and cultural mechanisms as
appropriate, including rāhui.

Promote, where appropriate, the use of
Freshwater Mātaitai, Water Conservation
Orders (WCO), rāhui, and similar tools to protect
the rivers of Murihiku, where those rivers are
under threat from competing water uses, and/or
when there are outstanding cultural, amenity or
intrinsic values that require protection.
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(3.5.11 Rivers)

With the exception of barriers introduced specifically
for biodiversity gains, ensure no new man-made
barriers to fish passage are introduced within river
systems, and that there is a progressive phasing out
of existing man-made barriers through targeted
planning and implementation, including known or
suspected fish barriers within the Fiordland and
Offshore Islands FMU.
Prevent the introduction of pest species within
waterbodies where they are free from these species.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses existing and potential
barriers to fish passage, a Ngāi Tahu
Indicator of Health

Maintain uninhibited ﬁsh passage within any
waterway linking the high country lakes and
rivers to the coast.
(3.4.12 .. Mahinga Kai)

Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Preserves
quality
of
waters
unaffected by pest species, and
acknowledges the threat posed by
didymo and lake snow as examples

Ensure that development and tourism in
Fiordland does not compromise the pristine state
of Fiordland water
(3.3.10 General Water Policy)

 

 

Activities on Offshore Islands should not
damage, threaten or detract from the natural
and cultural values and ecosystems given the
inherent attributes and values linked to these
Islands.
(3.7.1 Retention of Natural Vegetation, Habitat
and Fauna)
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4.4

Waiau Freshwater Management Unit

4.4.1

Whakapapa and Values

101. Within the Waiau freshwater management unit are many culturally significant elements. Water flows
from Ngā Tiritiri o te Moana (the Southern Alps), as in the Fiordland and Islands FMU, off the sacred
peaks of Te Waka o Aoraki. The great lakes of Te Ana-au (Lake Te Anau) and Moturau (Lake Manapōuri)
capture these waters to form the head of the Waiau River. Stories of rangatira Rākaihautū, captain of
the Uruao waka that first brought Waitaha tūpuna here, tell of his journey south through the alpine
regions, digging these great lakes, Ngā Puna Wai Karikari o Rākaihautū.
102. Once the largest river in the Te Waipounamu (the South Island), since the opening of the Manapōuri
Power Scheme in 1971, the majority of the Waiau River before it flows out of Moturau is diverted
through turbines to discharge into Taipaririki (Deep Cove in Doubtful Sound), meaning that the lower
river is now characterised by a greatly reduced flow, less than 10% of its natural alpine flow.
103. As well as the Manapōuri Power Scheme, the Monowai scheme operating at Manokīwai (Lake
Monowai) is also within the Waiau FMU, impacting outflows to the Monowai River, another tributary
of the Waiau.
104. Te Ana-au, Moturau and the Waiau River are recorded as Statutory Acknowledgement Areas in the Ngāi
Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998 (NTCSA). Nohoanga sites are provided for on each of these
waterbodies. The Waiau River is noted as a major mahinga kai: aruhe (fernroot), tī root, fish, tuna
(eels), shellfish and tutu were gathered in the summer, a range of fish were caught in the autumn,
kanakana (lamprey) were caught in the spring, while the people were largely reliant during winter on
foods gathered and preserved earlier in the year. Te Tangi a Tauira records that around 200 species of
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plants and animals were once harvested in and near the river. These mahinga kai species remain
important to Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku connection and cultural practice, including intergenerational
knowledge transfer.
105. Another great waka journey is recorded in the Waiau River Statutory Acknowledgement, that of
Tamatea, captain of the Takitimu waka, which capsized in Te Wae Wae Bay. A Tōpuni for Takitimu is
included in the NTCSA and recounts pūrākau (Ngāi Tahu stories) of the origins of these maunga, the
upturned waka and its contents thrown inland by the force of the waves in Te Wae Wae Bay. Takitimu
is important beyond the Ngāi Tahu takiwā to other iwi whose whakapapa links them to Tamatea.
Mangarewa (the Wairaki River) flows off Takitimu, its waters precious because of their origins, as are
the waters of Pukekonui (both Redcliff Creek and Waicoe Stream) and Kaeaea (Grassy Creek).
106. Also within the FMU are the high foothills of the Livingstone Mountains, from which come Hikuraki and
Manawapōpore (the northern and southern Mavora Lakes), and within which is found precious
pounamu, protected in these waters by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku for future generations. These lakes are
also recorded in a Statutory Acknowledgement within the NTCSA, and there is a nohoanga site at
Manawapōpore. From them flows the Maraeroa (Mararoa River) which joins the Waiau River,
supplementing its flow.
107. The Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku iwi management plan, Te Tangi a Tauira, repeats this whakapapa in relation
to the Waiau area, describing an ara tāwhito (ancient trail) used to access and transport a pounamu
variety known as koko-tangiwai:
“An important inland route for transporting koko-tangiwai lay over what is now known as the
Milford Track, over Omanui (McKinnon Pass), down the Waitawai (Clinton River) to the head
of Te Ana-au (Lake Te Anau). From there, the pounamu would be transported by mōkihi to the
head of the Waiau River, and down the Waiau to Te Ara a Kiwa (Foveaux Strait).”
Upokororo (Eglinton River) forms a part of this ancient route. Another pounamu trail ran up the
Maraeroa through the Livingstone Mountains to the Greenstone River which feeds into the upper
reaches of Whakatipu Waimāori (Lake Wakatipu). Reliable mahinga kai was a necessary feature of
these journeys, with commonly used nohoanga (resting places) along the way.
108. The ultimate destination for the waters of the Waiau FMU are in Te Wae Wae Lagoon, Te Wae Wae Bay
and Te Ara a Kiwa, connecting with the values of the coastal and marine area, as recorded in the
Statutory Acknowledgement for Te Ara a Kiwa.
109. Hydrological changes to the Waiau River system as a consequence of hydroelectricity development,
and particularly the Manapōuri Power Scheme affect the ability of the main stem river to cleanse itself,
with lower stable flows providing habitat for nuisance growths such as didymo and cyanobacteria.
110. Changes in the flow regime also have an impact on the flushing of sediment in Te Wae Wae lagoon at
the mouth of the river system. This lagoon is sensitive to nutrients and sediments coming off the land.
Te Wae Wae Lagoon, like all coastal waterbodies, is a significant taonga for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku and
care for this taonga is a priority. The NTCSA records nohoanga on the west and east sides of the lagoon.
111. There are significant catchments to the west of the Waiau River, including the Grove Burn, Rowallan
Burn and Waikowau. There are associated lands granted to Ngāi Tahu under the South Island Landless
Natives Act 1906 (SILNA lands), including the Waitutu and Rowallan Burn blocks.
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4.4.2

Waiau FMU Draft Freshwater Objectives

112. Ahead of the draft freshwater objectives are two maps of the FMU. The first map created by Te
Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu gives a spatial indication of Ngāi Tahu interests and values within the FMU (which
is indicative rather than exhaustive). The second council map shows current monitoring points in the
FMU, which relates to particular waterbodies as covered in the separate tables of re-organised data
from the Environment Southland “Gap” report and Regional Forum GIS.
113. The draft freshwater objectives that follow the maps are a refinement of earlier draft objectives. The
earlier draft objectives are shown in a table, including how each draft relates to the common objectives
introduced in Section 4.2. The ‘Issues Addressed’ column of the table provides an indication of issues
for this FMU that the early draft objective was intended to address to some extent. Some particularly
relevant policies in Te Tangi a Tauira, the iwi management plan, are referenced in the second to last
column of the table to show consistent intent between the draft freshwater objective and longstanding
Papatipu Rūnanga policy58. The final column of the table provides a shorthand indicator of which
matters relevant to implementing Te Mana o te Wai are also addressed to some extent. Below is the
legend that enables interpretation of this final column. The revised draft objectives should be referred
to as the improved expression of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku intent for freshwater management in the FMU.
Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44 Indicators
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Te Hauora o te Wai (the health and mauri of water)



Te Hauora o te Tangata (the health and mauri of the people)



Te Hauora o te Taiao (the health and mauri of the environment)



Mahinga kai



Mahi māra (cultivation)



Wai Tapu (Sacred Waters)



Wai Māori (municipal and domestic water supply)

$

Āu Putea (economic or commercial value)



He ara haere (navigation)

The iwi management plan should be read more fully to expand on these few references.
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Indicative Ngāi Tahu interests and values within the Waiau FMU

53

Monitoring sites within the Waiau FMU
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Waiau FMU - Draft Objectives (revised)

1.

Treaty Partnership arrangement

Before 2023, establish a co-governance and co-management arrangement for the Waiau
River59 and coastal catchments between Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki
Murihiku that, in conjunction with regional plan provisions, will:
a) recognise and provide for rangatiratanga, customary rights and development rights;
b) enable customary use, protection and restoration of cultural heritage;
c) utilise and support the intent of Settlement instruments and lands reserved for Ngāi
Tahu, including:











Te Ana-au (Lake Te Anau) Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Moturau (Lake Manapōuri) Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Waiau River Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Manawapōpore/Hikuraki (Mavora Lakes) Statutory Acknowledgement
Area
Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait Coastal Marine Area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
Tōpuni for Takitimu
Nohoanga at Lake Mistletoe, Nine Mile Creek, Home Creek, Queen’s
Reach, Te Wae Wae Lagoon (west and east) and Manawapōpore
Customary fisheries, mahinga kai and taonga species
Rowallan and Waitutu SILNA lands
any new mechanism introduced (e.g. mātaitai, nohoanga)

d) support review of the environmental flow and allocation regime, development of a
hauora plan and an associated cultural monitoring programme by 2025,
incorporating transfer of powers for cultural monitoring under S33 of the RMA;
e) provide for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku involvement in annual planning for management
of drainage systems;
f) identify mechanisms that enable the imposition of rāhui.
2.

Waiau River Flow and Allocation Regime

Before 2026, Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku work in partnership,
with relevant parties, to review the environmental flow and allocation regime for the Waiau
River for the purpose of supporting Objective 1, and enabling consideration of allocation for
ahi kā, mahinga kai and kaitiakitanga purposes, as well as measures to reduce overallocation.
3.

Hauora Plan

(1) Before 2026, Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, in accordance with
any arrangement established under Objective 1, will work in partnership to establish
an overarching Hauora Plan for the Waiau FMU:
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This could be established under the Mana Whakahono a Rohe provisions of the Act to provide statutory weight
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

supporting community action that upholds Te Mana o te Wai
ensuring no further degradation of waterbodies
protecting waterbodies in a high quality state
returning all degraded waterbodies within the Waiau FMU to a state of hauora
through consistent progressive measured improvement
restoring and enhancing provision for cultural use and association.

(2) Particular priorities for protection, restoration and enhancement are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Waters flowing off Takitimu, including Mangarewa (Wairaki River)
Deep lake Statutory Acknowledgement Areas
Waiau River main stem, Te Wae Wae Lagoon and coastal margins
Waters associated with nohoanga
Waters associated with SILNA lands

(3) The hauora plan will include actions and measures that:
a) support the health of all aquifers, including the quantity and quality of groundwater
b) support the health of small inland lakes, as well as the deep lakes of Te Ana-au,
Moturau, Manawapōpore and Hikuraki
c) support the health of estuaries and coastal margins, including Te Wae Wae lagoon,
Waikoau, Rowallan Burn and Grove Burn, with a specific hauora plan established for
Te Wae Wae lagoon
d) identify and protect areas where waterbodies are in a high quality state
e) identify and protect mahinga kai gathering areas and improve access to mahinga kai
areas and resources, including addressing water quantity and quality, habitat of
mahinga kai species and barriers to fish passage in order to enable sustainable
harvest of mahinga kai by 2045 at all nohoanga
f) protect and restore drinking water sources, whether groundwater or surface water,
increasing opportunities to safely drink from waters throughout the FMU,
particularly along ara tawhito (Ngāi Tahu trails)
g) identify, protect and restore springs and spring fed waterbodies, including upper
basin springs, Mangarewa and Waiau River side braids
h) identify and protect all wetlands, and restore wetland extent (particularly adjacent
to high value biodiversity areas, coastal wetland areas and where naturally
occurring), with a focus on restoring an area in the Waiau FMU equivalent to the
extent lost since 2007 by 2030, and the extent lost since 1995 by 2035, including
utilising unbuilt publicly owned land
i) identify and protect tussocklands and indigenous land cover, and increase the extent
of indigenous vegetation to create biodiversity corridors and a biodiversity network
throughout the Waiau FMU, with a focus on restoring an area in the catchment
equivalent to the extent of indigenous vegetation lost since 2007 by 2030, and the
extent lost since 1995 by 2035, including utilising unbuilt publicly owned land
j) identify areas that have experienced deterioration of water quality since 2010 and
restore water quality to a minimum of 2010 levels by 2030
k) prevent introduction of pest species where waterbodies are free from them
l) prioritise the habitat needs of indigenous species in rivers, lakes, estuaries and
coastal margins and manage impacts on their habitats
m) phase out manmade fish barriers, unless introduced to support indigenous
biodiversity
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n) prevent straightening, channelisation or infilling of waterbodies, and reintroduce
sinuosity, pools and riparian vegetation in straightened waterbodies, including
through the use of sediment traps
o) plan for the phasing out of direct discharges to water in favour of discharging to land,
including:
i. no resource consents granted for new wastewater or stormwater discharges
ii. a maximum term of 5 years for renewal of existing wastewater discharges
iii. no renewal of existing wastewater discharges after 2030
iv. no renewal of existing stormwater discharges after 2035
p) introduce a requirement for residential water storage (tanks) by 2030 and grey water
recycling in new buildings to improve resilience and reduce water demand in times
of low flows or levels
q) prevent contamination of waterbodies from old landfill sites adjacent to waterbodies
and other contaminated land sites through targeted planning and implementation
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Waiau FMU
Early Draft Freshwater Objectives
The way water is managed within the Waiau
freshwater management unit will:




recognise and provide for rangatiratanga and
customary rights and development rights
enable customary use and protection and
restoration of cultural heritage, and
utilise and support the intent of Ngāi Tahu
Settlement instruments, including:
- the Te Ana-au (Lake Te Anau) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area and Nohoanga
sites at Lake Mistletoe and Nine Mile
Creek
- the Moturau (Lake Manapōuri)
Statutory Acknowledgement Area and
the Nohoanga site at Home Creek
- the
Waiau
River
Statutory
Acknowledgement Area and Nohoanga
sites at Queen’s Reach, Te Wae Wae
Lagoon West and Te Wae Wae Lagoon
East
- the Manawapōpore/Hikuraki (Mavora
Lakes) Statutory Acknowledgemetn
Area and the Nohoanga site at
Manawapōpore
- the Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait
Coastal Marine Area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- the Tōpuni for the Takitimu Range
- customary fisheries
- taonga species and mahinga kai
- any new mechanism introduced (e.g.
mātaitai, nohoanga)

Ngā Paetae
Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Indicative Issues Addressed






Treaty roles and responsibilities are
respected
and
reflected
in
outcomes, including recognition of
Ngāi Tahu development rights with
respect to future development
opportunities involving water, and
protection of customary rights as
usufruct rights
Supports customary use and cultural
heritage, including intergenerational
transfer of knowledge and traditions,
such as mahinga kai and pūrākau.
Ensures
Treaty
Settlement
instruments relevant to the Waiau
FMU are utilised and supported

Indicative Relevant Te Tangi Policies
Assist regional, territorial and national
authorities to understand Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
values and perspectives, and thus fulfill their
statutory obligations under the Resource
Management Act 1991, Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998, Local Government 2002
and other relevant legislation.
(1.4 Purpose of this Plan)

Te Mana o te Wai
Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44

 $ 

That users of this Plan understand the principles
of the Treaty of Waitangi and that the interests
and values of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are
protected and enhanced. This includes the safe
guarding of all cultural heritage and
significant sites and places.
(1.12 Outcomes)
Ensure that it is understood that cultural order
comes from the natural environment and that
lack of respect, honour and protection of this
natural order compromises Māori culture, wellbeing and spiritual health.
(Kaupapa 3.1.3.6)
All Ngāi Tahu Whānui, current and future
generations, must have the ability to access,
use and protect mahinga kai resources, and the
history and traditions that are part of
customary use of such resources, as guaranteed
by the Treaty of Waitangi.
(3.3.14 Customary Use)
Advocate that all management decisions shall
take into account the protection and survival of
indigenous species of flora and fauna (rare and
not rare, and including taonga species
contained in the Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement
Act 1998) in their natural habitats and
ecosystems.
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(3.4.11 Animal and Bird Pests)
To work towards the restoration of key
mahinga kai areas and species, and the tikanga
associated with managing those places and
species.
(3.3.15 Nohoanga)
All waterbodies that have been degraded within the
Waiau FMU will be returned to a state of hauora,
which will in turn improve provision for cultural use
and association, and:


the following areas will be prioritised within this
FMU for protection and restoration to a state of
hauora within the earliest possible timeframe:
- waterbodies
associated
with
Nohoanga sites, starting from the sites
themselves,
including
at
Lake
Mistletoe, Nine Mile Creek, Queen’s
Reach, Home Creek, Manawapōpore,
Te Wae Wae Lagoon West and Te Wae
Wae Lagoon East
- waterbodies associated with SILNA
lands
- Mangarewa (Wairaki River) and the
waters flowing off the Takitimu Range
- wetland areas lost or reduced in the
catchment within the last 15 years, or
neighbouring areas that can be
restored to provide a net gain in
wetland extent
- aquifer systems showing decline within
the last decade within the Te Anau
groundwater management zone and
the
Blackmount
groundwater
management zone



Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā











Nohoanga sites established through
Treaty Settlement cannot be fully
used for their intended purpose
unless the waters are in a state of
hauora
Waters flowing off Takitimu are wai
tapu requiring protection and care
from their source to confluence with
the Waiau River
Wetland loss (from Lake Te Aroha
down the catchment in a variety of
locations) within the last 10-15 years
has exacerbated degradation when a
line was drawn in the sand to say no
more loss or deterioration, so
prioritising restoration provides for a
“triage” response
Changes in contaminant levels in
aquifer systems within the last
decade have also exacerbated
degradation after a line had been
drawn that there would be no more,
so focussing on restoring these areas
also provides for a “triage” response
The named focus areas in this draft
freshwater objective are within ara
tāwhito and associated with
renowned mahinga kai and wai tapu
areas, which are culturally significant
places to protect and restore

Ensure the protection of all sites identified as
Nohoanga under the Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998, as a means of providing
tangata whenua with an opportunity to
experience the landscape as our tūpuna once
did, and to promote customary practices
associated with mahinga kai.
(3.3.15 Nohoanga)

 $ 

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Promote the restoration of wetlands and
riparian areas as part of maintaining and
improving water quality, due to the natural
pollution abatement functions of such
ecosystems.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)
Manage our freshwater resources wisely, mō
tātou, ā, mō ngā uri ā muri ake nei, for all of us
and the generations that follow.
(3.5.10 General Water Policy)

remaining monitored aquifers and tributary
streams and rivers of the Waiau River system
show degradation in a range of indicators which
will require a plan for consistent, progressive
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measured improvement across a number of
areas to reach a state of hauora, working within
catchments, including the Upokororo (Eglinton
River), Maraeroa (Mararoa River), Ōtūmatua
(Whitestone River) Ōrauea River and
Waiharakeke (Lill Burn) catchments


restoration and catchment management plans
will be endorsed by the regional council and Ngāi
Tahu ki Murihiku in partnership

Ensure there are hauora plans endorsed by the
regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku in place
for:
 lakes within the Waiau FMU, including Te Ana-au
(Lake Te Anau), Moturau (Lake Manapōuri),
Hikuraki and Manawapōpore (Mavora Lakes) and
the large number of smaller lakes;
 the Waiau River main stem and Te Wae Wae
lagoon
 western estuaries and coastal margins (Waikoau,
Rowallan Burn and Grove Burn)

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā





Protects and restores wai taonga,
including recognition of the cultural
and spiritual association with ngā
roto waimāori.
Provides for a ki uta ki tai approach
to the health of receiving
waterbodies, including managing
cumulative effects of runoff by the
time it reaches the ocean.

 

Encourage protection and enhancement of the
mauri of coastal waters, to ensure the ability to
support cultural and customary usage.
(3.6.7 Coastal Water Quality)
Promote catchment management planning (ki
uta ki tai), as a means to recognise and provide
for the relationship between land and water.
(3.5.10 General Water Policy)

in order to protect these waterbodies from
degradation and maintain or restore them to a state
of hauora, considering their margins and contributing
catchments.

Communities and catchment groups will be
supported to understand Ki Uta Ki Tai, Te Mana o te
Wai, Hauora and Mahinga Kai, and provided with the
means to work effectively towards a state of hauora
for each waterbody and catchment, working with
restoration and catchment management plans.

Promote the uniqueness of estuarine ecosystems
through maintenance and enhancement of their
productive nature.
(3.6.13 Coastal Ecosystems)

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima



Bridges the gap in understanding and
provides for tools and support to
work together for restoration and
well-being, ensuring respect for the
places that are important to Ngāi
Tahu ki Murihiku

All Ngāi Tahu Whānui, current and future
generations, must have the ability to access, use
and protect ngā roto waimāori, and the history
and traditions that are part of such landscapes.
(3.3.12 Ngā Roto Waimaori)
Promote the management of freshwater
according to the principle of ki uta ki tai, and thus
the ﬂow of water from source to sea.
(3.5.10 General Water Policy)

 $ 

Promote environmental education programmes
that raise awareness about appropriate land
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The goal is to:




Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuawhā

establish a long term monitoring programme
within the Waiau FMU using Ngāi Tahu Indicators
of Health to assess hauora, adding to the existing
council monitoring programme, including an
early pilot that transfers powers from the
regional council to Papatipu Rūnanga for
monitoring these indicators within the nohoanga
sites and Te Wae Wae Lagoon, and




Provides for use of tools developed
by Ngāi Tahu to assess the health of
waterbodies
Transfer of powers provides for
rangatiratanga

management practices adjacent to our rivers,
including riparian management.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Promote the use of State of the Takiwā
environmental monitoring for Murihiku river
catchments.

 

Promote the use of the Cultural Health Index as
a tool to facilitate monitoring of stream health,
and to provide long term data that can be used
to assess river health over time.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Encourage and participate in cultural monitoring
of the health of estuarine and coastal river
mouth areas.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Development)

use Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health to assess
hauora of waterbodies and the impact of
proposed activities on them, including in
resource consent decision-making processes.

Provide the highest degree of protection to remaining
tussocks and wetlands; and encourage and plan for an
increase in tussock cover, including in hill country,
foothill and plains areas where tussock cover has
been lost, and an increase in wetland areas (in
addition to wetlands restored as part of a “triage”
response to recent degradation) to support a range of
natural capital values that assist with achieving a state
of hauora for waterbodies.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Protect and restore the quality of springs and spring
fed waterbodies, reducing contamination levels and
actively protecting source waters, including a variety
of sources within the upper basin area, and the
Mangarewa (Wairaki River) and Waiau River side
braids (e.g. Whitestone Spring, Stoney Creek Spring,
Kakapo Swamp Stream, Flaxy Creek, Home Creek,

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā







Restores natural function, habitat
and biodiversity values
Assists with sedimentation and
contamination issues and problems
created by fast moving water
running off pastures, addressing
adverse effects on catchment water
quality as a result of degraded, or
absent, riparian areas, and drained
wetlands.

Makes the connection between
aquifers and springs, ki uta ki tai
Recognises that waipuna (springs)
are taonga

Recognise and where appropriate consider the
use of Section 33 of the Resource Management
Act 1991 which allows local authorities the
transfer of powers to an iwi authority.
(4.6 Implementing Te Tangi a Tauira)
Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)

 

Promote the restoration of wetlands and
riparian areas as part of maintaining and
improving water quality, due to the natural
pollution abatement functions of such
ecosystems.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)
Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
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Wairaki spring, Ōtahu swales, Te Karara springs and
the Blue Pools).
The regional council and Papatipu Rūnanga will work
together with the holder of consents for the
Manapōuri Power Scheme, to establish any new flow
and allocation regime for the Waiau River, including
flushing flows that assist to manage didymo present
in the river

Paetae Tuatahi





Recognises rangatiratanga and the
Treaty partnership, providing for
governance and decision-making
Supports
Treaty
Settlement
instruments
Addresses didymo contamination
and ability of the scheme to minimise
or avoid environmental, cultural and
social effects.

Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku is involved at a level that
allows for effective and proactive management
of natural resources, wāhi tapu and wāhi taonga
in a manner that upholds the kaupapa of this
Plan.
(1.12 Outcomes)

 $ 

Ensure that environmental ﬂow allocation and
water management regimes for rivers recognise
and provide for the relationship between water
quality and quantity.
(3.5.14 Water Quantity – Abstractions)
Avoid taking any more water from the Waiau
River for the purposes of hydroelectric power
generation.
(3.3.11 Hydro Development/Generation)

Any new flow and allocation regime established for
the Waiau River, or new allocation from the river, will
provide for Ngāi Tahu rangatiratanga and customary
rights, including through provision of allocation for
ahi kā, mahinga kai and kaitiakitanga purposes.

Protect and restore the quality and quantity of
drinking water sources from groundwater, including
for Te Anau, Tuatapere and the Mount York and
Takitimu rural water supply scheme; and from surface
water for Manapōuri, Ōhai and rural water supply
schemes
(Waiau-Eastern
Bush,
Duncraigen,
Ramparts, Homestead and Kakapo), mindful of
climate change impacts, so that current and future
populations can rely on the mauri of the water to
support their health and well-being, and increase
opportunities to drink safely from waterbodies
throughout the FMU, particularly along ara tāwhito.

Paetae Tuatahi





Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru





Recognises rangatiratanga, provides
for direct management of water and
Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku development
rights pertaining to water
Supports
Treaty
Settlement
instruments

Reduces risks of water scarcity and
contamination or poor water quality
affecting human health
Enables ahi kā, the ability to stay and
thrive within traditional rohe

Oppose any further abstractions/diversions of
water from the Waiau River for hydroelectric
generation, as current levels of abstractions are
having adverse effects on cultural values
associated with the river.
Ngāi Tahu’s right to development, as per the
Treaty of Waitangi, must be recognised and
provided for with respect to water allocation
from freshwater resources.
(3.5.14 Water Quantity – Abstractions)
Strive for the highest possible standard of water
quality that is characteristic of a particular
place/waterway, recognising principles of
achievability. This means that we strive for
drinking water quality in water we once drank
from, contact recreation in water we once used
for bathing or swimming, water quality capable
of sustaining healthy mahinga kai in waters we
use for providing kai.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)

 $ 
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Ensure a progressive phasing out of direct discharges
of wastewater and stormwater to rivers through
targeted planning and implementation, including
working with local authorities and businesses
undertaking commercial activities, with a focus on the
Marakura (Upukerora River), Te Anau, Manapōuri,
Ōhai and Tuatapere.
Prevent old landfills or contaminated sites (such as
around Te Anau and Ōhai), which may be at risk from
increased flooding and erosion, from contaminating
culturally significant waterbodies in the area through
targeted planning and implementation.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima



Supports cultural associations and
cultural use by avoiding culturally
offensive wastewater discharges and
the impacts of contamination on
cultural practices

Avoid the use of water as a receiving
environment for the direct, or point source,
discharge of contaminants. Generally, all
discharge must ﬁrst be to land.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)

 $

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses risks to rivers from climate
change causing increased coastal
erosion and flooding affecting
historical landfills and contaminated
sites

Use Resource Management Act planning
processes, including input into statutory plans,
best practice guidelines, hearing panels and
resource consent conditions, to ensure that solid
waste disposal does not adversely affect tangata
whenua values.
(3.5.3 Solid Waste Management)

 

Prioritise the habitat needs of mahinga kai and taonga
species known to be present in lakes, wetlands, rivers,
estuaries and coastal margins.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses
habitat
loss
and
contamination
as
causes
of
population decline in these species
Supports continued cultural practice
and association with mahinga kai and
taonga species

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

 



The regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku to
develop means of instituting rāhui within the Waiau
FMU when necessary on waterbodies in accordance
with tikanga.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Whānau are able to apply tikanga
and cultural mechanisms as
appropriate, including rāhui.

With the exception of barriers introduced specifically
for biodiversity gains, ensure no new man-made
barriers to fish passage are introduced within river
systems, and that there is a progressive phasing out

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses existing and potential
barriers to fish passage, a Ngāi Tahu
Indicator of Health

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)
Provide and recognise for the strong cultural
links with coastal landscapes and biodiversity
held by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku.
(3.6.13 Coastal Ecosystems)
Promote, where appropriate, the use of
Freshwater Mātaitai, Water Conservation
Orders (WCO), rāhui, and similar tools to protect
the rivers of Murihiku, where those rivers are
under threat from competing water uses, and/or
when there are outstanding cultural, amenity or
intrinsic values that require protection.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Maintain uninhibited ﬁsh passage within any
waterway linking the high country lakes and
rivers to the coast.
(3.4.12 .. Mahinga Kai)
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of existing man-made barriers through targeted
planning and implementation, including known or
suspected fish barriers within the Waiau FMU, and
working with hydroelectricity generators to explore
new options for providing fish passage.
Ensure that Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are involved in
annual planning for management of drainage systems
within the Waiau FMU, with the regional council and
drainage system managers, to support management
practices that minimise impacts on Ngāi Tahu values
and assist efforts to achieve a state of hauora within
waterbodies.
Prevent the straightening and channelisation of
waterbodies and reintroduce bends, pools and
riparian vegetation in straightened or channelised
waterbodies to assist efforts to achieve a state of
hauora within waterbodies.
Prevent the introduction of pest species within
waterbodies where they are free from these species.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Drain clearance activities and
methods of system management are
often
not
compatible
with
supporting Ngāi Tahu Indicators of
Health.

Promote best practice for drain clearing for the
purposes of maintenance and diversion of
channels in upstream river areas.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Development)

 

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Restores natural function, habitat
and biodiversity values
Assists with sedimentation and
contamination issues and problems
created by fast moving water

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
and wetlands as a means of protecting and
enhancing freshwater ﬁshery values.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)

 

Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Preserves
quality
of
unaffected by pest species

Spread of plant pest species such as willow in
riparian areas impacts on indigenous species,
and weakening of natural functions of riparian
areas.
(3.5.19 Riparian Zones)



waters

 

Encourage the planting of native plants
(especially those hardy to coastal environments
such as coastal estuarine areas, wetlands, river
mouths and lakes) to enhance indigenous
biodiversity and discourage use of plants
considered pest species in landscaping and
gardens.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Management)
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4.5

Aparima Freshwater Management Unit

4.5.1

Whakapapa and Values

114. Takutai o te Tītī marae is within the Aparima freshwater management unit (FMU), situated at Colac Bay
Ōraka and the tūrangawaewae for those whose whakapapa connects them with Ōraka-Aparima
Rūnanga, one of the eighteen Papatipu Rūnanga that make up the Ngāi Tahu tribal structure. Takutai
o te Tītī refers to the whole of the coastline as the favoured feeding grounds of tītī (sooty shearwater),
still harvested annually by whānau on the offshore islands through intergenerational mahinga kai rights,
which are customary rights to harvest passed on within family groups.
115. The Aparima River (Jacobs River) is a Statutory Acknowledgement Area under the Ngāi Tahu Settlement
Act 1998 (NTCSA). This statutory instrument records the significance of permanent settlement at the
river mouth with urupā (burial sites) located in this area. This location was a launching and landing
place (tauranga waka) where waka could journey up the river as part of the network of ara tāwhito
(ancient trails), another that led into the pounamu rich headwaters of Whakatipu Waimāori (Lake
Wakatipu). The larger ocean going waka traversed Te Ara a Kiwa from here to access the offshore
islands (Ngā Moutere o Murihiku).
116. Mahinga kai species are noted as abundant within the river and estuary. Special mention is made of
weirs constructed where the Pourakino River meets the Aparima River to catch tuna on their heke or
migration run.
117. Besides settlements at Ōraka and Aparima, there were permanent villages at Taunoa (Ōrepuki) and
Kawakaputaputa (Wakaputa), as referenced in the Statutory Acknowledgement for Te Ara a Kiwa.
Ōruwera (Lake George) is nearby and was a reliable mahinga kai source. Four native reserves 60 were
created as part of the 1853 Murihiku land purchase in proximity to these settlements.
60

Aparima Native Reserve, Ōraka Native Reserve, Kawakaputaputa Native Reserve and Ouetota Native Reserve
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118. A coastal trail connected Waiau to the mouth of the Matāura River, with these ancient settlements
functioning as permanent stopping places in that journey, with other favoured nohoanga (resting
places) along the route. Within the Aparima FMU these coastal areas are archaeologically rich,
including the significant find of a tauihu (waka prow) in the Jacobs River Estuary.
119. A wide variety of kaimoana (sea food) kept tūpuna well fed, including tuaki (cockles), pāua, mussels,
toheroa, tio (oysters), pūpū (mudsnails), cod, hāpuka (groper), barracuta, wheke (octopus), pātiki
(flounders), seaweed, kina, kōura (crayfish) and conger eel. Estuarine areas provided freshwater
fisheries, including tuna (eels), īnaka (whitebait), waikōura (freshwater crayfish), kōkopu and kanakana
(lamprey). Marine mammals were harvested for whale meat and seal pups. Many reefs along the coast
are named customary fishing grounds, with various sand banks, channels, currents and depths also
known for their kaimoana.
120. The Tōpuni for Takitimu included in the NTCSA is as relevant to the Aparima FMU as the Waiau FMU.
Both the Hamilton Burn and the Aparima River flow from Takitimu, which gives them a special cultural
significance beyond the Ngāi Tahu takiwā, and means their care is a particular matter of importance
when it comes to tribal mana, and Te Mana o te Wai.
121. Historically much of the Aparima FMU was characterised by wetland habitat, with important remnant
tracts still present, many of which are listed as regionally significant wetlands. Within the last 15 years,
as in all other FMUs, there has been further loss of remaining wetlands, including within proximity to
Takutai o te Tītī marae, which is a significant concern for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku.
122. The Aparima (Jacobs River) Estuary is suffering degradation, similar to neighbouring New River Estuary,
from a combination of rural and urban contaminant sources, including faecal contamination, nutrients,
sediments and heavy metals. Given its cultural significance, efforts to prevent further degradation and
restore the estuary are a priority for manawhenua.
123. Currently, Riverton Rocks stands out as a shellfish gathering area, while so many other areas within the
Te Ara a Kiwa Statutory Acknowledgement Area are no longer safe places to harvest. The coastal
margins of the Aparima FMU show indications of contamination that affects harvesting safety and
practice. The Waimatuku and Taunamau estuaries are on the edge of the neighbouring Ōreti mātaitai,
which shows the importance of supporting those catchments and estuaries as a means of also
supporting mahinga kai practices.

4.5.2

Aparima FMU Draft Freshwater Objectives

124. Ahead of the draft freshwater objectives are two maps of the FMU. The first map created by Te
Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu gives a spatial indication of Ngāi Tahu interests and values within the FMU (which
is indicative rather than exhaustive). The latter council map shows current monitoring points in the
FMU, which relates to particular waterbodies as covered in the separate tables of re-organised data
from the Environment Southland “Gap” report and Regional Forum GIS.
125. The draft freshwater objectives that follow the maps are a refinement of earlier draft objectives. The
earlier draft objectives are shown in a table, including how each draft relates to the common objectives
introduced in Section 4.2. The ‘Issues Addressed’ column of the table provides an indication of issues
for this FMU that the early draft objective was intended to address to some extent. Some particularly
relevant policies in Te Tangi a Tauira, the iwi management plan, are referenced in the second to last
column of the table to show consistent intent between the draft freshwater objective and longstanding
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Papatipu Rūnanga policy61. The final column of the table provides a shorthand indicator of which
matters relevant to implementing Te Mana o te Wai are also addressed to some extent. Below is the
legend that enables interpretation of this final column. The revised draft objectives should be referred
to as the improved expression of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku intent for freshwater management in the FMU.

Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44 Indicators
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Te Hauora o te Wai (the health and mauri of water)



Te Hauora o te Tangata (the health and mauri of the people)



Te Hauora o te Taiao (the health and mauri of the environment)



Mahinga kai



Mahi māra (cultivation)



Wai Tapu (Sacred Waters)



Wai Māori (municipal and domestic water supply)

$

Āu Putea (economic or commercial value)



He ara haere (navigation)

The iwi management plan should be read more fully to expand on these few references.
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Indicative Ngāi Tahu interests and values within the Aparima FMU

68

Monitoring sites within the Aparima FMU
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Aparima FMU - Draft Objectives (revised)

1.

Treaty Partnership arrangement

Before 2023, establish a co-governance and co-management arrangement for the Aparima
River62 and coastal catchments between Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki
Murihiku that, in conjunction with regional plan provisions, will:
a) recognise and provide for rangatiratanga, customary rights and development rights;
b) enable customary use, protection and restoration of cultural heritage;
c) utilise and support the intent of Settlement instruments and lands reserved for Ngāi
Tahu, including:








Aparima River Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait Coastal Marine Area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
Ōreti Beach mātaitai
Takitimu tōpuni
customary fisheries, mahinga kai and taonga species
Aparima Native Reserve, Ōraka Native Reserve, Kawakaputaputa Native
Reserve, Ouetota Native Reserve
any new mechanism introduced (e.g. mātaitai, nohoanga)

d) support review of the environmental flow and allocation regime, development of a
hauora plan and an associated cultural monitoring programme by 2025,
incorporating transfer of powers for cultural monitoring under S33 of the RMA;
e) provide for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku involvement in annual planning for management
of drainage systems;
f) identify mechanisms that enable the imposition of rāhui.
2.

Aparima River Flow and Allocation Regime

Before 2026, Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku work in partnership,
with relevant parties, to review the environmental flow and allocation regime for the
Aparima River for the purpose of supporting Objective 1, and enabling consideration of
allocation for ahi kā, mahinga kai and kaitiakitanga purposes, as well as measures to reduce
over-allocation.
3.

Hauora Plan

(1) Before 2026, Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, in accordance with
any arrangement established under Objective 1, will work in partnership to establish
an overarching Hauora Plan for the Aparima FMU:
a) supporting community action that upholds Te Mana o te Wai
b) ensuring no further degradation of waterbodies
c) protecting waterbodies in a high quality state
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This could be established under the Mana Whakahono a Rohe provisions of the Act to provide statutory weight
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d) returning all degraded waterbodies within the Aparima FMU to a state of hauora
through consistent progressive measured improvement
e) restoring and enhancing provision for cultural use and association.
(2) Particular priorities for protection, restoration and enhancement are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Waters flowing off Takitimu, including the Hamilton Burn and Aparima River
Nohoanga sites
Pourakino River
Taramea Peninsula waters
Ōruwera (Lake George)
Western coastal catchment areas and water associated with native reserves
Waimatuku and Taunamau coastal catchment areas and Ōreti Beach mātaitai
Takutai o te Tītī marae water supply

(3) The hauora plan will include actions and measures that:
a)
a)

support the health of all aquifers, including the quantity and quality of groundwater
support the health of lakes, estuaries and coastal margins, including Ōruwera (Lake
George), Jacobs River Estuary, Waimatuku, Taunamau, Waimeamea, Taunoa, Ouki,
Pouahiri, Ourawera and Ōraka, with specific hauora plans established for Ōruwera
(Lake George) and Jacobs River Estuary
b) identify and protect areas where waterbodies are in a high quality state
c) identify and protect mahinga kai gathering areas and improve access to mahinga kai
areas and resources, including addressing water quantity and quality, habitat of
mahinga kai species and barriers to fish passage in order to enable sustainable
harvest of mahinga kai by 2045 at all nohoanga
d) protect and restore drinking water sources, whether groundwater or surface water,
increasing opportunities to safely drink from waters throughout the FMU,
particularly along ara tawhito (Ngāi Tahu trails)
e) identify, protect and restore springs and spring fed waterbodies, including along the
length of the Aparima River and within Taramea peninsula
f) identify and protect all wetlands, and restore wetland extent (particularly adjacent
to high value biodiversity areas, coastal wetland areas and where naturally
occurring), with a focus on restoring an area in the Aparima FMU equivalent to the
extent lost since 2007 by 2030, and the extent lost since 1995 by 2035, including
utilising unbuilt publicly owned land
g) identify and protect tussocklands and indigenous land cover, and increase the extent
of indigenous vegetation to create biodiversity corridors and a biodiversity network
throughout the Aparima FMU, with a focus on restoring an area in the catchment
equivalent to the extent of indigenous vegetation lost since 2007 by 2030, and the
extent lost since 1995 by 2035, including utilising unbuilt publicly owned land
h) identify areas that have experienced deterioration of water quality since 2010 and
restore water quality to a minimum of 2010 levels by 2030
i) prevent introduction of pest species where waterbodies are free from them
j) prioritise the habitat needs of indigenous species in rivers, lakes, estuaries and
coastal margins and manage impacts on their habitats
k) phase out manmade fish barriers, unless introduced to support indigenous
biodiversity
l) prevent straightening, channelisation or infilling of waterbodies, and reintroduce
sinuosity, pools and riparian vegetation in straightened waterbodies, including
through the use of sediment traps
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m) plan for the phasing out of direct discharges to water in favour of discharging to land,
including:
i. no resource consents granted for new wastewater or stormwater discharges
ii. a maximum term of 5 years for renewal of existing wastewater discharges
iii. no renewal of existing wastewater discharges after 2030
iv. no renewal of existing stormwater discharges after 2035
n) introduce a requirement for residential water storage (tanks) by 2030 and grey water
recycling in new buildings to improve resilience and reduce water demand in times
of low flows or levels
o) prevent contamination of waterbodies from old landfill sites adjacent to waterbodies
and other contaminated land sites through targeted planning and implementation
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Aparima FMU
Early Draft Freshwater Objectives
The way water is managed within the Aparima
freshwater management unit will:




recognise and provide for rangatiratanga and
customary rights and development rights
enable customary use and protection and
restoration of cultural heritage, and
utilise and support the intent of Ngāi Tahu
Settlement instruments, including:
- the
Aparima
River
Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- the Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait
Coastal Marine Area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- the Tōpuni for the Takitimu Range
- customary fisheries
- taonga species and mahinga kai
.

Ngā Paetae
Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Indicative Issues Addressed



Ensures
Treaty
Settlement
instruments relevant to the Aparima
FMU are utilised and supported
Common Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
objectives are operative within each
FMU

Indicative Relevant Te Tangi Policies
Assist regional, territorial and national
authorities to understand Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
values and perspectives, and thus fulfill their
statutory obligations under the Resource
Management Act 1991, Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998, Local Government 2002
and other relevant legislation.
(1.4 Purpose of this Plan)

Te Mana o te Wai
Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44

 $ 

That users of this Plan understand the principles
of the Treaty of Waitangi and that the interests
and values of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are
protected and enhanced. This includes the safe
guarding of all cultural heritage and
significant sites and places.
(1.12 Outcomes)
Ensure that it is understood that cultural order
comes from the natural environment and that
lack of respect, honour and protection of this
natural order compromises Māori culture, wellbeing and spiritual health.
(Kaupapa 3.1.3.6)
All Ngāi Tahu Whānui, current and future
generations, must have the capacity to access,
use and protect native fisheries, and the history
and traditions that are part of customary use of
such fisheries, as guaranteed by the Treaty of
Waitangi.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)
Advocate that all management decisions shall
take into account the protection and survival of
indigenous species of flora and fauna (rare and
not rare, and including taonga species
contained in the Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement
Act 1998) in their natural habitats and
ecosystems.
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(3.4.11 Animal and Bird Pests)

All waterbodies that have been degraded within the
Aparima FMU will be returned to a state of hauora,
which will in turn improve provision for cultural use
and association, and:





the following areas will be prioritised within this
FMU for protection and restoration to a state of
hauora within the earliest possible timeframe:
- the headwaters flowing off the
Takitimu Range, including the
Hamilton Burn and Aparima River
- wetland areas lost or reduced in the
catchment within the last 15 years, or
neighbouring areas that can be
restored to provide a net gain in
wetland extent



Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Waters flowing off Takitimu are wai
tapu requiring protection and care
from their source progressively
down the catchment
Wetland loss within the last 10-15
years has exacerbated degradation,
including around Takutai o te Tītī
marae, when a line was drawn in the
sand to say no more loss or
deterioration,
so
prioritising
restoration provides for a “triage”
response
The named focus areas in this draft
freshwater objective are within ara
tāwhito and associated with
renowned mahinga kai and wai tapu
areas, which are culturally significant
places to protect and restore

Ensure the protection of all sites identified as
Nohoanga under the Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998, as a means of providing
tangata whenua with an opportunity to
experience the landscape as our tūpuna once
did, and to promote customary practices
associated with mahinga kai.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)

 $ 

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

the following areas are recognised as areas
requiring protection and restoration, with
opportunities to target particular problems on
the journey towards a state of hauora in these
waterbodies:
- Pourakino River



remaining monitored aquifers and tributary
streams and rivers of the Aparima River system
show degradation in a range of indicators which
will require a plan for consistent, progressive
measured improvement across a number of
areas to reach a state of hauora, working within
catchments, including Ōtautau Stream and
Waimatuku Stream catchments



restoration and catchment management plans
will be endorsed by the regional council and Ngāi
Tahu ki Murihiku in partnership
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Ensure there are hauora plans endorsed by the
regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku in place
for:
 the Aparima main stem and Jacobs River Estuary
 Ōruwera (Lake George)
 western estuaries and coastal margins
(Waimeamea, Taunoa, Ouki, Pouahiri, Ourawera,
Colac Bay Ōraka)
 eastern estuaries and coastal margins
(Waimatuku and Taunamau)
in order to protect these waterbodies from
degradation and maintain or restore them to a state
of hauora, considering their margins and contributing
catchments.
Communities and catchment groups will be educated
about Ki Uta Ki Tai, Te Mana o te Wai, Hauora and
Mahinga Kai, and supported, so that they can work
effectively towards a state of hauora for each
waterbody and catchment, working with restoration
and catchment management plans.

The goal is to:




establish a long term monitoring programme
within the Aparima FMU using Ngāi Tahu
Indicators of Health to assess hauora, adding to
the existing council monitoring programme,
including an early pilot that transfers powers
from the regional council to Papatipu Rūnanga
for monitoring these indicators within the
Pourakino River and Jacobs River Estuary, and

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā




Provides for a ki uta ki tai approach
to the health of receiving
waterbodies
Protects and restores wai taonga

Promote the uniqueness of estuarine ecosystems
through maintenance and enhancement of their
productive nature.
(3.6.13 Coastal Ecosystems)

 

Encourage protection and enhancement of the
mauri of coastal waters, to ensure the ability to
support cultural and customary usage.
(3.6.7 Coastal Water Quality)
Promote catchment management planning (ki
uta ki tai), as a means to recognise and provide
for the relationship between land and water.
(3.5.10 General Water Policy)
Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuawhā






Bridges the gap in understanding and
provides for tools and support to
work together for restoration and
well-being

Provides for use of tools developed
by Ngāi Tahu to assess the health of
waterbodies
Transfer of powers provides for
rangatiratanga

Promote the management of freshwater
according to the principle of ki uta ki tai, and thus
the ﬂow of water from source to sea.
(3.5.10 General Water Policy)
Promote environmental education programmes
that raise awareness about appropriate land
management practices adjacent to our rivers,
including riparian management.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Promote the use of State of the Takiwā
environmental monitoring for Murihiku river
catchments.

 $ 

 

Promote the use of the Cultural Health Index as
a tool to facilitate monitoring of stream health,
and to provide long term data that can be used
to assess river health over time.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

use Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health to assess
hauora of waterbodies and the impact of
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proposed activities on them, including in
resource consent decision-making processes.



Provide the highest degree of protection to remaining
tussocks and wetlands; and encourage and plan for an
increase in tussock cover, including in hill country,
foothill and plains areas where tussock cover has
been lost, and an increase in wetland areas (in
addition to wetlands restored as part of a “triage”
response to recent degradation) to support a range of
natural capital values that assist with achieving a state
of hauora for waterbodies.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Protect and restore the quality of all springs and
spring fed waterbodies, reducing contamination
levels and actively protecting source waters, including
along the mid-reach of the Aparima River and
throughout the whole of the Taramea peninsula,
noting individual springs are named in that area.
The regional council and Papatipu Rūnanga will work
together to establish any new flow and allocation
regime for the Aparima River.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Paetae Tuatahi





Restores natural function, habitat
and biodiversity values
Assists with sedimentation and
contamination issues and problems
created by fast moving water
running off pastures

 

Promote the restoration of wetlands and
riparian areas as part of maintaining and
improving water quality, due to the natural
pollution abatement functions of such
ecosystems.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)



Makes the connection between
aquifers and springs, ki uta ki tai
Recognises that waipuna (springs)
are taonga

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

Recognises rangatiratanga and the
Treaty partnership, providing for
governance and decision-making

Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku is involved at a level that
allows for effective and proactive management
of natural resources, wāhi tapu and wāhi taonga
in a manner that upholds the kaupapa of this
Plan.
(1.12 Outcomes)
Ngāi Tahu’s right to development, as per the
Treaty of Waitangi, must be recognised and
provided for with respect to water allocation
from freshwater resources.
(3.5.14 Water Quantity – Abstractions)



Any new flow and allocation regime established for
the Aparima River, or new allocation from the river,
will provide for Ngāi Tahu rangatiratanga and
customary rights, including through provision of
allocation for ahi kā, mahinga kai and kaitiakitanga
purposes.
Protect and restore the quality and quantity of
drinking water sources from groundwater, including
for Ōtautau and Riverton Aparima; and from surface
water for Nightcaps and Wairio and the Matuku rural
water supply scheme, mindful of climate change
impacts, so that current and future populations can
rely on the mauri of the water to support their health
and well-being, and increase opportunities to drink

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)

Paetae Tuatahi

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru






Recognises rangatiratanga and
provides for direct management of
water

Reduces risks of water scarcity and
contamination or poor water quality
affecting human health
Enables ahi kā, the ability to stay and
thrive within traditional rohe

Strive for the highest possible standard of water
quality that is characteristic of a particular
place/waterway, recognising principles of
achievability. This means that we strive for
drinking water quality in water we once drank
from, contact recreation in water we once used
for bathing or swimming, water quality capable
of sustaining healthy mahinga kai in waters we
use for providing kai.

 

 $ 

 $ 
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safely from waterbodies throughout the FMU,
particularly along ara tāwhito.
Ensure a progressive phasing out of direct discharges
of wastewater and stormwater to rivers through
targeted planning and implementation, including
working with local authorities, with a focus on three
primary discharge locations at Nightcaps, Ōtautau
and Riverton Aparima.
Prevent old landfills or contaminated sites (such as
around Nightcaps, Wakapatu and Riverton Aparima),
which may be at risk from increased flooding and
erosion, from contaminating culturally significant
waterbodies in the area through targeted planning
and implementation.
Prioritise the habitat needs of mahinga kai and taonga
species known to be present in lakes, wetlands, rivers,
estuaries and coastal margins.

(3.5.13 Water Quality)
Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima



Supports cultural associations and
cultural use by avoiding culturally
offensive wastewater discharges and
the impacts of contamination on
cultural practices

Avoid the use of water as a receiving
environment for the direct, or point source,
discharge of contaminants. Generally, all
discharge must ﬁrst be to land.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)

 $

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses risks to rivers from climate
change causing increased coastal
erosion and flooding

 

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses
habitat
loss
and
contamination
as
causes
of
population decline in these species
Supports continued cultural practice
and association with mahinga kai and
taonga species

Use Resource Management Act planning
processes, including input into statutory plans,
best practice guidelines, hearing panels and
resource consent conditions, to ensure that solid
waste disposal does not adversely affect tangata
whenua values.
(3.5.3 Solid Waste Management)
Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)



The regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku to
develop means of instituting rāhui within the Aparima
FMU when necessary in accordance with tikanga.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Whānau are able to apply tikanga
and cultural mechanisms as
appropriate, including rāhui.

With the exception of barriers introduced specifically
for biodiversity gains, ensure no new man-made
barriers to fish passage are introduced within river
systems, and that there is a progressive phasing out

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses existing and potential
barriers to fish passage, a Ngāi Tahu
Indicator of Health

 

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)
Provide and recognise for the strong cultural
links with coastal landscapes and biodiversity
held by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku.
(3.6.13 Coastal Ecosystems)
Promote, where appropriate, the use of
Freshwater Mātaitai, Water Conservation
Orders (WCO), rāhui, and similar tools to protect
the rivers of Murihiku, where those rivers are
under threat from competing water uses, and/or
when there are outstanding cultural, amenity or
intrinsic values that require protection.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Maintain uninhibited ﬁsh passage within any
waterway linking the high country lakes and
rivers to the coast.
(3.4.12 .. Mahinga Kai)
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of existing man-made barriers through targeted
planning and implementation, including known or
suspected fish barriers within the Aparima FMU.
Ensure that Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are involved in
annual planning for management of drainage systems
within the Aparima FMU, with the regional council
and drainage system managers, to support
management practices that minimise impacts on Ngāi
Tahu values and assist efforts to achieve a state of
hauora within waterbodies.
Prevent the straightening and channelisation of
waterbodies and reintroduce bends, pools and
riparian vegetation in straightened or channelised
waterbodies to assist efforts to achieve a state of
hauora within waterbodies.
Prevent the introduction of pest species within
waterbodies where they are free from these species.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Drain clearance activities and
methods of system management are
often
not
compatible
with
supporting Ngāi Tahu Indicators of
Health.

Promote best practice for drain clearing for the
purposes of maintenance and diversion of
channels in upstream river areas.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Development)

 

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Restores natural function, habitat
and biodiversity values
Assists with sedimentation and
contamination issues and problems
created by fast moving water

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
and wetlands as a means of protecting and
enhancing freshwater ﬁshery values.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)

 

Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Preserves
quality
of
unaffected by pest species

Spread of plant pest species such as willow in
riparian areas impacts on indigenous species,
and weakening of natural functions of riparian
areas.
(3.5.19 Riparian Zones)



waters

 

Encourage the planting of native plants
(especially those hardy to coastal environments
such as coastal estuarine areas, wetlands, river
mouths and lakes) to enhance indigenous
biodiversity and discourage use of plants
considered pest species in landscaping and
gardens.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Management)
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4.6

Ōreti Freshwater Management Unit

4.6.1

Whakapapa and Values

126. The Ōreti River originates between the Thomson Mountains and Eyre Mountains below Whakatipu
Waimāori (Lake Wakatipu). Within its path from these mountains to the coastal margins are the
settlements of Mossburn, Lumsden, Winton, Invercargill city and Bluff. The city and port areas are
clustered around New River Estuary at the Ōreti River mouth and Awarua (Bluff Harbour).
127. These same coastal areas that are densely populated in modern times were favoured for permanent
kāinga (settlement) by Ngāi Tahu tūpuna. Reliable food sources were at hand and this location provided
a primary junction to the coastal trails, offshore islands and inland trails. Ōmaui and Ōue were principal
settlements on opposite sides of the New River Estuary. Urupā are located around the mouth of the
Ōreti River, corresponding with the sites of these kāinga. Lands were reserved for Ngāi Tahu associated
with Ōmaui and Ōue at the time of the Murihiku land purchase in 1853.
128. The Ōreti River is a Statutory Acknowledgement Area under the Ngāi Tahu Settlement Act 1998 (NTCSA)
due to its tribal significance. Travelling up the river provided opportunity to access pounamu from its
headwaters, and to branch off to the upper Matāura in the east, or the Von River valley to the west
that led to the Greenstone River at the head of Whakatipu Waimāori (Lake Wakatipu).
129. Closer to the coast the Waihopai River provided a pathway across the plains to Tuturau, the
permanently and consistently settled kāinga on the Matāura River. The coastal trail west linked with
Aparima and the coastal and inland resources of Te Atawhenua. Proximity to kainga on Rakiura and
Ruapuke, and to the resources of the Tītī Islands over Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait), also made this a
strong vantage point to settle. As with each of the freshwater management units, the Rakiura/Te Ara
a Kiwa Statutory Acknowledgement Area records these significant coastal connections.
130. There is a Nohoanga site recorded in the Ngāi Tahu Settlement at the junction of the Ōreti River and
Irthing Stream. A Tōpuni for Bluff Motupōhue is also included, due to its cultural significance as the
coastal look-out and the final resting place of Kāti Mamoe rangatira Te Rakitauneke. There are SILNA
lands at Waimumu, Lindhurst, Forest Hill and Hokonui, bordering the Matāura FMU, indicating the
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importance of connecting what is happening in both of the FMUs, especially as the headwaters of
waterbodies such as the Makarewa River and Hedgehope Stream are in these border areas.
131. Bluff remains the largest, concentrated population of Ngāi Tahu whānui within the Ngāi Tahu takiwā.
Two of the four marae situated in the Southland region are present in the Ōreti FMU, Te Rau Aroha at
Awarua and Murihiku marae at Waihopai. Papatipu Rūnanga (local tribal councils) based at these
marae are tasked with looking after the intergenerational well-being of whānau and of Te Ao Tūroa
(the natural world) as kaitiaki. Local leaders hold the duties and responsibilities of the Treaty
partnership, to exercise rangatiratanga in dealings with the Crown and local authorities and uphold the
intent of Te Tiriti o Waitangi.
132. Some hefty challenges are present in the Ōreti FMU when it comes to achieving a state of hauora for
tribally significant waterbodies. The pressures of Invercargill city on the waterbodies running through
it and on its coastal margins is showing in the condition of New River Estuary and urban streams. These
waterbodies receive both urban sources of contamination and those coming from rural activities
further up the catchments. In particular, the estuary is significantly degraded, with some areas
described as “dead zones” because of the extent of reduced ecological function.
133. Ensuring there is a plan to restore degraded waterbodies and address pressures on them is important
to Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku. Connecting urban and rural communities with their waterbodies, helping
them to understand how they can be part of the solutions is a focus for Papatipu Rūnanga.
134. In contrast, the headwaters of the Ōreti River and the waterbodies of the Awarua plains wetland
complex indicate good quality. Shellfish gathering is still able to be undertaken safely within Awarua
(Bluff Harbour). Protecting the quality of these waterbodies, including in relation to upper catchment
nohoanga, and supporting some of them to achieve a state of hauora where indicators are showing the
need to address particular issues, is a high priority for manawhenua.

4.6.2

Ōreti FMU Draft Freshwater Objectives

135. Ahead of the draft freshwater objectives are two maps of the FMU. The first map created by Te
Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu gives a spatial indication of Ngāi Tahu interests and values within the FMU (which
is indicative rather than exhaustive). The latter council map shows current monitoring points in the
FMU, which relates to particular waterbodies as covered in the separate tables of re-organised data
from the Environment Southland “Gap” report and Regional Forum GIS.
136. The draft freshwater objectives that follow the maps are a refinement of earlier draft objectives. The
earlier draft objectives are shown in a table, including how each draft relates to the common objectives
introduced in Section 4.2. The ‘Issues Addressed’ column of the table provides an indication of issues
for this FMU that the early draft objective was intended to address to some extent. Some particularly
relevant policies in Te Tangi a Tauira, the iwi management plan, are referenced in the second to last
column of the table to show consistent intent between the draft freshwater objective and longstanding
Papatipu Rūnanga policy63. The final column of the table provides a shorthand indicator of which
matters relevant to implementing Te Mana o te Wai are also addressed to some extent. Below is the
legend that enables interpretation of this final column. The revised draft objectives should be referred
to as the improved expression of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku intent for freshwater management in the FMU.

63

The iwi management plan should be read more fully to expand on these few references.
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Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44 Indicators



Te Hauora o te Wai (the health and mauri of water)



Te Hauora o te Tangata (the health and mauri of the people)



Te Hauora o te Taiao (the health and mauri of the environment)



Mahinga kai



Mahi māra (cultivation)



Wai Tapu (Sacred Waters)



Wai Māori (municipal and domestic water supply)

$

Āu Putea (economic or commercial value)



He ara haere (navigation)
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Indicative Ngāi Tahu Interests and Values in the Ōreti FMU
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Monitoring Sites in the Ōreti FMU
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Ōreti FMU - Draft Objectives (revised)

1.

Treaty Partnership arrangement

Before 2023, establish a co-governance and co-management arrangement for the Ōreti
River64 and Awarua between Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku that, in
conjunction with regional plan provisions, will:
a) recognise and provide for rangatiratanga, customary rights and development rights;
b) enable customary use, protection and restoration of cultural heritage;
c) utilise and support the intent of Settlement instruments and lands reserved for Ngāi
Tahu, including:








Ōreti River Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait Coastal Marine Area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
Ōreti Beach mātaitai and Awarua mātaitai
all nohoanga established within the FMU, including at the confluence of
Irthing Stream and the Ōreti River
Motupōhue (Bluff Hill) tōpuni
customary fisheries, mahinga kai and taonga species
Waimumu and Lindhurst, Forest Hill and Hokonui SILNA lands, Oue Native
Reserve, Omaui Native Reserve

d) support review of the environmental flow and allocation regime, development of a
hauora plan and an associated cultural monitoring programme by 2025,
incorporating transfer of powers for cultural monitoring under S33 of the RMA;
e) provide for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku involvement in annual planning for management
of drainage systems;
f) identify mechanisms that enable the imposition of rāhui.
2.

Ōreti River Flow and Allocation Regime

Before 2026, Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku work in partnership,
with relevant parties, to review the environmental flow and allocation regime for the Ōreti
River for the purpose of supporting Objective 1, and enabling consideration of allocation for
ahi kā, mahinga kai and kaitiakitanga purposes, as well as measures to reduce overallocation.
3.

Hauora Plan

(1) Before 2026, Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, in accordance with
any arrangement established under Objective 1, will work in partnership to establish
an overarching Hauora Plan for the Ōreti FMU:
a) supporting community action that upholds Te Mana o te Wai
b) ensuring no further degradation of waterbodies
c) protecting waterbodies in a high quality state

64

This could be established under the Mana Whakahono a Rohe provisions of the Act to provide statutory weight
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d) returning all degraded waterbodies within the Ōreti FMU to a state of hauora
through consistent progressive measured improvement
e) restoring and enhancing provision for cultural use and association.
(2) Particular priorities for protection, restoration and enhancement are:
a)

Mātaitai established under the Fisheries (South Island Customary Fishing)
Regulations 1999
b) Nohoanga sites, including at the confluence of Irthing Stream and the Ōreti River
c) Upper Ōreti catchment area (upstream of Lumsden and Mossburn)
d) Dipton groundwater zone and Awarua groundwater zone (as the only A grade
aquifers)
e) Waters flowing off the Hokonui Hills, including the upper Makarewa River, Dunsdale
Stream and upper Hedgehope Stream
f) Waihopai Stream, Waikiwi Stream and Ōtepuni Creek (urban/rural community
projects)
g) Awarua wetlands
h) New River Estuary
i) Marae water supplies at Waihopai and Awarua
(3) The hauora plan will include actions and measures that:
a) support the health of all aquifers, including the quantity and quality of groundwater
b) support the health of estuaries and coastal margins, with a specific hauora plan
established for New River Estuary, the Ōreti Beach coastal mātaitai and Awarua
coastal mātaitai
c) identify and protect areas where waterbodies are in a high quality state
d) identify and protect mahinga kai gathering areas and improve access to mahinga kai
areas and resources, including addressing water quantity and quality, habitat of
mahinga kai species and barriers to fish passage in order to enable sustainable
harvest of mahinga kai by 2045 at nohoanga
e) protect and restore drinking water sources, whether groundwater or surface water,
increasing opportunities to safely drink from waters throughout the FMU,
particularly along ara tawhito (Ngāi Tahu trails)
f) identify, protect and restore springs and spring fed waterbodies, including along the
length of the Ōreti River and within the plains of the lower catchment
g) identify and protect all wetlands, and restore wetland extent (particularly adjacent
to high value biodiversity areas, coastal wetland areas and where naturally
occurring), with a focus on restoring an area in the Ōreti FMU equivalent to the
extent lost since 2007 by 2030, and the extent lost since 1995 by 2035, including
utilising unbuilt publicly owned land
h) identify and protect tussocklands and indigenous land cover, and increase the extent
of indigenous vegetation to create biodiversity corridors and a biodiversity network
throughout the Ōreti FMU, with a focus on restoring an area in the catchment
equivalent to the extent of indigenous vegetation lost since 2007 by 2030, and the
extent lost since 1995 by 2035, including utilising unbuilt publicly owned land
i) identify areas that have experienced deterioration of water quality since 2010 and
restore water quality to a minimum of 2010 levels by 2030
j) prevent introduction of pest species where waterbodies are free from them
k) prioritise the habitat needs of indigenous species in rivers, lakes, estuaries and
coastal margins and manage impacts on their habitats
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l)
m)

n)

o)

p)

phase out manmade fish barriers, unless introduced to support indigenous
biodiversity
prevent straightening, channelisation or infilling of waterbodies, and reintroduce
sinuosity, pools and riparian vegetation in straightened waterbodies, including
through the use of sediment traps
plan for the phasing out of direct discharges to water in favour of discharging to land,
including:
v. no resource consents granted for new wastewater or stormwater discharges
vi. a maximum term of 5 years for renewal of existing wastewater discharges
vii. no renewal of existing wastewater discharges after 2030
viii. no renewal of existing stormwater discharges after 2035
introduce a requirement for residential water storage (tanks) by 2030 and grey water
recycling in new buildings to improve resilience and reduce water demand in times
of low flows or levels
prevent contamination of waterbodies from old landfill sites adjacent to waterbodies
(e.g. adjacent to New River estuary) and other contaminated land sites through
targeted planning and implementation
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Ōreti FMU
Early Draft Freshwater Objectives
The way water is managed within the Aparima
freshwater management unit will:




recognise and provide for rangatiratanga and
customary rights and development rights
enable customary use and protection and
restoration of cultural heritage, and
utilise and support the intent of Ngāi Tahu
Settlement instruments, including:
- the
Ōreti
River
Statutory
Acknowledgement
Area
and
associated Nohoanga
- the Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait
Coastal Marine Area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- the Tōpuni for Motupōhue (Bluff Hill)
- Ōreti Beach mātaitai
- customary fisheries
- taonga species and mahinga kai

Ngā Paetae
Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Indicative Issues Addressed



Ensures
Treaty
Settlement
instruments relevant to the Ōreti
FMU are utilised and supported
Common Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
objectives are operative within each
FMU

Indicative Relevant Te Tangi Policies
Assist regional, territorial and national
authorities to understand Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
values and perspectives, and thus fulfill their
statutory obligations under the Resource
Management Act 1991, Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998, Local Government 2002
and other relevant legislation.
(1.4 Purpose of this Plan)

Te Mana o te Wai
Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44

 $ 

That users of this Plan understand the principles
of the Treaty of Waitangi and that the interests
and values of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are
protected and enhanced. This includes the safe
guarding of all cultural heritage and
significant sites and places.
(1.12 Outcomes)
Ensure that it is understood that cultural order
comes from the natural environment and that
lack of respect, honour and protection of this
natural order compromises Māori culture, wellbeing and spiritual health.
(Kaupapa 3.1.3.6)
All Ngāi Tahu Whānui, current and future
generations, must have the capacity to access,
use and protect native fisheries, and the history
and traditions that are part of customary use of
such fisheries, as guaranteed by the Treaty of
Waitangi.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)
Advocate that all management decisions shall
take into account the protection and survival of
indigenous species of flora and fauna (rare and
not rare, and including taonga species
contained in the Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement
Act 1998) in their natural habitats and
ecosystems.
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(3.4.11 Animal and Bird Pests)

All waterbodies that have been degraded within the
Ōreti FMU will be returned to a state of hauora, which
will in turn improve provision for cultural use and
association, and:







the following areas will be prioritised within this
FMU for protection and restoration to a state of
hauora within the earliest possible timeframe:
- the headwaters of the Ōreti River,
including the Nohoanga site and
waterbodies upstream of Mossburn
- wetland areas lost or reduced in the
catchment within the last 15 years, or
neighbouring areas that can be
restored to provide a net gain in
wetland extent





Nohoanga are intended as places
where Ngāi Tahu whānau can
practice mahinga kai and experience
the place as tūpuna did
Wetland loss within the last 10-15
years has exacerbated degradation
when a line was drawn in the sand to
say no more loss or deterioration, so
prioritising restoration provides for a
“triage” response
The named focus areas in this draft
freshwater objective are within ara
tāwhito and associated with
renowned mahinga kai and wai tapu
areas, which are culturally significant
places to protect and restore

Ensure the protection of all sites identified as
Nohoanga under the Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998, as a means of providing
tangata whenua with an opportunity to
experience the landscape as our tūpuna once
did, and to promote customary practices
associated with mahinga kai.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)

 $ 

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

the following areas are recognised as areas
requiring protection for existing good quality
indicators, with opportunities to target particular
problems on the journey towards a state of
hauora in these waterbodies:
-



Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

waterbodies upstream of Lumsden
Dipton groundwater zone
Awarua groundwater zone
Dunsdale Stream
the following waterbodies are to be prioritised
for restoration to a state of hauora in recognition
of significance to Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku:

- Waihopai Stream


the following waterbodies are to provide a focus
for urban and rural communities so that they are
part of the journey of restoring them to a state of
hauora
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- Waihopai Stream
- Waikiwi Stream
- Otepuni Creek


remaining monitored aquifers and tributary
streams and rivers of the Ōreti River system show
degradation in a range of indicators which will
require a plan for consistent, progressive
measured improvement across a number of
areas to reach a state of hauora, working within
catchments, including Winton Stream, Dipton
Stream, Otapiri Stream, Hedgehope Stream and
Makarewa River catchments



restoration and catchment management plans
will be endorsed by the regional council and Ngāi
Tahu ki Murihiku in partnership

Ensure there are hauora plans endorsed by the
regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku in place
for:
 the Ōreti main stem and New River Estuary
 Awarua, including the harbour, wetlands and
estuarine environments

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā




Provides for a ki uta ki tai approach
to the health of receiving
waterbodies
Protects and restores wai taonga

 

Encourage protection and enhancement of the
mauri of coastal waters, to ensure the ability to
support cultural and customary usage.
(3.6.7 Coastal Water Quality)

in order to protect these waterbodies from
degradation and maintain or restore them to a state
of hauora, considering their margins and contributing
catchments.

Communities and catchment groups will be educated
about Ki Uta Ki Tai, Te Mana o te Wai, Hauora and
Mahinga Kai, and supported, so that they can work
effectively towards a state of hauora for each
waterbody and catchment, working with restoration
and catchment management plans.

Promote the uniqueness of estuarine ecosystems
through maintenance and enhancement of their
productive nature.
(3.6.13 Coastal Ecosystems)

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima



Bridges the gap in understanding and
provides for tools and support to
work together for restoration and
well-being

Promote catchment management planning (ki
uta ki tai), as a means to recognise and provide
for the relationship between land and water.
(3.5.10 General Water Policy)
Promote the management of freshwater
according to the principle of ki uta ki tai, and thus
the ﬂow of water from source to sea.
(3.5.10 General Water Policy)

 $ 
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The goal is to:




Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuawhā

establish a long term monitoring programme
within the Ōreti FMU using Ngāi Tahu Indicators
of Health to assess hauora, adding to the existing
council monitoring programme, including an
early pilot that transfers powers from the
regional council to Papatipu Rūnanga for
monitoring these indicators within the Waihopai
Stream and New River Estuary, and




Provides for use of tools developed
by Ngāi Tahu to assess the health of
waterbodies
Transfer of powers provides for
rangatiratanga

Promote environmental education programmes
that raise awareness about appropriate land
management practices adjacent to our rivers,
including riparian management.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Promote the use of State of the Takiwā
environmental monitoring for Murihiku river
catchments.

 

Promote the use of the Cultural Health Index as
a tool to facilitate monitoring of stream health,
and to provide long term data that can be used
to assess river health over time.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

use Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health to hauora of
waterbodies and the impact of proposed
activities on them, including in resource consent
decision-making processes.


Provide the highest degree of protection to remaining
tussocks and wetlands; and encourage and plan for an
increase in tussock cover, including in hill country,
foothill and plains areas where tussock cover has
been lost, and an increase in wetland areas (in
addition to wetlands restored as part of a “triage”
response to recent degradation) to support a range of
natural capital values that assist with achieving a state
of hauora for waterbodies.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Protect and restore the quality of springs and spring
fed waterbodies, reducing contamination levels and
actively protecting source waters along the reaches of
the Ōreti River, including the upper catchment and
Lumsden area, mid-reaches through Winton, and the
prevalent springs of the plains in the lower
catchment.
The regional council and Papatipu Rūnanga will work
together to establish any new flow and allocation
regime for the Ōreti River.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Paetae Tuatahi





Restores natural function, habitat
and biodiversity values
Assists with sedimentation and
contamination issues and problems
created by fast moving water
running off pastures

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)

 

Promote the restoration of wetlands and
riparian areas as part of maintaining and
improving water quality, due to the natural
pollution abatement functions of such
ecosystems.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)



Makes the connection between
aquifers and springs, ki uta ki tai
Recognises that waipuna (springs)
are taonga

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

Recognises rangatiratanga and the
Treaty partnership, providing for
governance and decision-making

Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku is involved at a level that
allows for effective and proactive management
of natural resources, wāhi tapu and wāhi taonga

 

 $ 
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Supports freshwater mātaitai and
Treaty Settlement instruments



Recognises rangatiratanga and
provides for direct management of
water
Supports freshwater mātaitai and
Treaty Settlement instruments
Reduces risks of water scarcity and
contamination or poor water quality
affecting human health
Enables ahi kā, the ability to stay and
thrive within traditional rohe

Any new flow and allocation regime established for
the Ōreti River, or new allocation from the river, will
provide for Ngāi Tahu rangatiratanga and customary
rights, including through provision of allocation for
ahi kā, mahinga kai and kaitiakitanga purposes.
Protect and restore the quality and quantity of
drinking water sources from groundwater, including
for Mossburn and Winton; and from surface water for
Invercargill and the Five Rivers rural water supply
scheme, mindful of climate change impacts, so that
current and future populations can rely on the mauri
of the water to support their health and well-being, ,
and increase opportunities to drink safely from
waterbodies throughout the FMU, particularly along
ara tāwhito.
Ensure a progressive phasing out of direct discharges
of wastewater and stormwater to rivers through
targeted planning and implementation, including
working with local authorities and commercial
businesses throughout the Ōreti FMU.

Paetae Tuatahi

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima



Supports cultural associations and
cultural use by avoiding culturally
offensive wastewater discharges and
the impacts of contamination on
cultural practices

Prevent old landfills or contaminated sites (such as
adjacent to the New River Estuary), which may be at
risk from increased flooding and erosion, from
contaminating culturally significant waterbodies in
the area through targeted planning and
implementation.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses risks to rivers from climate
change causing increased coastal
erosion and flooding

Prioritise the habitat needs of mahinga kai and taonga
species known to be present in wetlands, rivers,
estuaries and coastal margins.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses
habitat
loss
and
contamination
as
causes
of
population decline in these species
Supports continued cultural practice
and association with mahinga kai and
taonga species


Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru






in a manner that upholds the kaupapa of this
Plan.
(1.12 Outcomes)
Ngāi Tahu’s right to development, as per the
Treaty of Waitangi, must be recognised and
provided for with respect to water allocation
from freshwater resources.
(3.5.14 Water Quantity – Abstractions)
Strive for the highest possible standard of water
quality that is characteristic of a particular
place/waterway, recognising principles of
achievability. This means that we strive for
drinking water quality in water we once drank
from, contact recreation in water we once used
for bathing or swimming, water quality capable
of sustaining healthy mahinga kai in waters we
use for providing kai.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)
Avoid the use of water as a receiving
environment for the direct, or point source,
discharge of contaminants. Generally, all
discharge must ﬁrst be to land.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)
Use Resource Management Act planning
processes, including input into statutory plans,
best practice guidelines, hearing panels and
resource consent conditions, to ensure that solid
waste disposal does not adversely affect tangata
whenua values.
(3.5.3 Solid Waste Management)
Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

 $ 
 

 $

 

 

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)
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Provide and recognise for the strong cultural
links with coastal landscapes and biodiversity
held by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku.
(3.6.13 Coastal Ecosystems)
Promote, where appropriate, the use of
Freshwater Mātaitai, Water Conservation
Orders (WCO), rāhui, and similar tools to protect
the rivers of Murihiku, where those rivers are
under threat from competing water uses, and/or
when there are outstanding cultural, amenity or
intrinsic values that require protection.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Maintain uninhibited ﬁsh passage within any
waterway linking the high country lakes and
rivers to the coast.
(3.4.12 .. Mahinga Kai)

 

The regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku to
develop means of instituting rāhui within the Ōreti
FMU when necessary in accordance with tikanga.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Whānau are able to apply tikanga
and cultural mechanisms as
appropriate, including rāhui.

With the exception of barriers introduced specifically
for biodiversity gains, ensure no new man-made
barriers to fish passage are introduced within river
systems, and that there is a progressive phasing out
of existing man-made barriers through targeted
planning and implementation, including known or
suspected fish barriers within the Ōreti FMU.
Ensure that Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are involved in
annual planning for management of drainage systems
within the Ōreti FMU, with the regional council and
drainage system managers, to support management
practices that minimise impacts on Ngāi Tahu values
and assist efforts to achieve a state of hauora within
waterbodies.
Prevent the straightening and channelisation of
waterbodies and reintroduce bends, pools and
riparian vegetation in straightened or channelised
waterbodies to assist efforts to achieve a state of
hauora within waterbodies.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses existing and potential
barriers to fish passage, a Ngāi Tahu
Indicator of Health

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Drain clearance activities and
methods of system management are
often
not
compatible
with
supporting Ngāi Tahu Indicators of
Health.

Promote best practice for drain clearing for the
purposes of maintenance and diversion of
channels in upstream river areas.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Development)

 

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Restores natural function, habitat
and biodiversity values
Assists with sedimentation and
contamination issues and problems
created by fast moving water

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
and wetlands as a means of protecting and
enhancing freshwater ﬁshery values.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)

 

Prevent the introduction of pest species within
waterbodies where they are free from these species.

Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Preserves
quality
of
unaffected by pest species

Spread of plant pest species such as willow in
riparian areas impacts on indigenous species,
and weakening of natural functions of riparian
areas.
(3.5.19 Riparian Zones)



waters

 

 

Encourage the planting of native plants
(especially those hardy to coastal environments
such as coastal estuarine areas, wetlands, river
mouths and lakes) to enhance indigenous
biodiversity and discourage use of plants
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considered pest species in landscaping and
gardens.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Management)
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4.7

Matāura Freshwater Management Unit

4.7.1

Whakapapa and Values

137. The Matāura River headwaters are situated at the toe of Whakatipu Waimāori (Lake Wakatipu), one of
the inland lakes connected to pūrakau (tribal stories) of Ngā Puna Wai Karikari o Rākaihautu, the deep
lakes carved by Rākaihautu, captain of the Uruao waka with his kō (digging stick) Tū Whakaroria. This
story connects these lands and waters to tūpuna and their earliest journeys through Te Waipounamu
(the South Island).
138. Within the headwaters of Whakatipu Waimāori are pounamu (greenstone) rich waterbodies sought out
by tūpuna and now protected by manawhenua for future generations. Throughout the lake and
surrounds were fortified pā, kāika (settlements), nohoanga (resting places) and tauranga waka as the
lake was a central hub of tribal activity throughout the waves of settlement of Waitaha, Ngāti Mamoe
and Ngāi Tahu. As is the case with many Settlement nohoanga, including those within the Matāura
FMU, a single nohoanga site is recorded in the NTCSA to reflect this history of extensive occupation and
use.
139. The Statutory Acknowledgement for the Matāura River records that it is one of the primary ara tāwhito
(ancient trails) connecting the coastal trail, settlements and resources with inland waters where
different resources, including pounamu, were found. Kā Rā o Takitimu (the Waimea Plains) was an
important mahinga kai area along this route and named after the wrecked waka Takitimu, the hull and
contents of which are the Takitimu mountains and the plains its sails, connecting this area to the
journey of Tamatea. Waimeha (Waimea Stream) is a reference to Waimemeha (the Waimeamea River)
at Te Waewae Bay where the Takitimu waka capsized. Ōtamatea (Otamita Stream) is named after
Tamatea himself. In this way, the lands and waters in the Matāura FMU are directly related to those in
the Waiau and Aparima FMUs, the whole of which forms a culturally significant interconnected
landscape.
140. These trails are representative of the fundamental Ngāi Tahu economy centred around mahinga kai,
resources gathered and practices that support tribal life, which was necessarily a life based on seasonal
availability of species and locations for particular activities. For example, Te-Au-Nui-PihapihaKanakana, the Matāura Falls, is named after the reliability of kanakana (lamprey) caught there during
the upstream migration, a practice that is maintained to this day despite issues with accessibility,
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contamination and impacts on kanakana populations and habitat. A trap and transfer programme is
operating at the falls to assist fish passage for tuna affected by a weir established at the site and utilised
by the meat works and the old paper mill.
141. Te-Au-Nui-Pihapiha-Kanakana is situated within the first freshwater mātaitai in the country established
under statutory customary fisheries mechanisms created as part of the Ngāi Tahu Settlement. A
primary purpose of this mātaitai is to support mahinga kai habitat and cultural practice, providing for
intergenerational knowledge transfer.
142. Hokonui marae is located in proximity to this freshwater mātaitai and within tribally significant lands
where whānau are tangata tiaki, looking after cultural heritage for future generations. This includes
native reserve lands that were part of the Rakiura land purchase in 1864 and land grants made in 1906
in recognition of inadequate provision for Ngāi Tahu, in and around the Hokonui Hills and Tuturau.
143. The Matāura river is recorded as an important mahinga kai area, not just for kanakana, with sufficient
resources to be able to support the strategically placed permanent settlement of Tuturau, which has
been consistently occupied for many generations, up to the present day. Tuturau was also a junction
from which trails linked to Waimatuku in the Aparima FMU, including via Kahuwera (Kaiwera Stream)
and Waihopai in the Ōreti FMU. Waiharakeke (Flax Stream), Mimihau Stream and the lower Matāura
River provided paths to the coast and the coastal resources of Toetoes Estuary (Fortrose), as well as the
coastal trail south. This demonstrates that the system of waterways was well traversed and how
important the resources found within and around them would have been to those travelling these
routes. These waterbodies and the habitats they support remain treasured by manawhenua.
Nohoanga sites are recorded in the Ngāi Tahu Settlement at Piano Flat, Ardlussa and at Māngai Piri
(Niagara).
144. A Water Conservation Order was established for the Matāura River in 1997 to protect flows within the
river for the purposes of angling activity. There is an associated benefit for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
interests and values, however this Order does not specifically reference the significance of the river to
Ngāi Tahu as it pre-dates the Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998. Angler access on the river is
prioritised, which provides whānau with many places to interact with the river, although they may not
be those most favoured for mahing kai.
145. The Matāura River and its tributaries contain a number of indigenous and introduced fish species,
including some classified as under threat or in decline, such as tuna (long fin eel), kanakana (lamprey)
īnanga, kākahi (freshwater mussels), kēwai (freshwater kōura), freshwater shrimp, torrent fish, giant
kokopu, kōaro, Gollum galaxias, alpine galaxias and southern galaxias. These species are mahinga kai
and taonga species that require protecting and support for their populations and habitats.
146. Within the Matāura FMU are coastal lakes and catchments and a number of estuaries and coastal
margins, including within the Catlins area. Waikawa catchment includes an ara tāwhito connecting to
Tuma Toka (the Waikawa harbour), with a coastal mātaitai in place to support customary fisheries
management and mahinga kai in this area and surrounding bays. A number of mahinga kai and taonga
species are noted as present in these estuarine environments including tuaki (cockles), pipi, toheroa,
tuatua, pātiki (flounder) and pupu (mud snails). These environments are within the Te Ara a Kiwa
(Fouveaux Strait Coastal Marine Area) Statutory Acknowledgement Area, which connects all of the FMU
areas.
147. Waituna Lagoon, within the Matāura FMU, is of particular significance to Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku and is
covered in a separate section.
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4.7.2

Matāura FMU Draft Freshwater Objectives

148. Ahead of the draft freshwater objectives are two maps of the FMU. The first map created by Te
Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu gives a spatial indication of Ngāi Tahu interests and values within the FMU (which
is indicative rather than exhaustive). The latter council map shows current monitoring points in the
FMU, which relates to particular waterbodies as covered in the separate tables of re-organised data
from the Environment Southland “Gap” report and Regional Forum GIS.
149. The draft freshwater objectives that follow the maps are a refinement of earlier draft objectives. The
earlier draft objectives are shown in a table, including how each draft relates to the common objectives
introduced in Section 4.2. The ‘Issues Addressed’ column of the table provides an indication of issues
for this FMU that the early draft objective was intended to address to some extent. Some particularly
relevant policies in Te Tangi a Tauira, the iwi management plan, are referenced in the second to last
column of the table to show consistent intent between the draft freshwater objective and longstanding
Papatipu Rūnanga policy65. The final column of the table provides a shorthand indicator of which
matters relevant to implementing Te Mana o te Wai are also addressed to some extent. Below is the
legend that enables interpretation of this final column. The revised draft objectives should be referred
to as the improved expression of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku intent for freshwater management in the FMU.

Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44 Indicators

65



Te Hauora o te Wai (the health and mauri of water)



Te Hauora o te Tangata (the health and mauri of the people)



Te Hauora o te Taiao (the health and mauri of the environment)



Mahinga kai



Mahi māra (cultivation)



Wai Tapu (Sacred Waters)



Wai Māori (municipal and domestic water supply)

$

Āu Putea (economic or commercial value)



He ara haere (navigation)

The iwi management plan should be read more fully to expand on these few references.
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Indicative Ngāi Tahu Interests and Values in the Matāura FMU
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Monitoring Sites within the Matāura FMU
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Matāura FMU - Draft Objectives (revised)

1.

Treaty Partnership arrangement
Before 2023, establish a co-governance and co-management arrangement for the Matāura
River66 and the coastal catchments and Catlins area 67 between Southland Regional Council
and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku that, in conjunction with regional plan provisions, will:
a) recognise and provide for rangatiratanga, customary rights and development rights;
b) enable customary use, protection and restoration of cultural heritage;
c) utilise and support the intent of Settlement instruments and lands reserved for Ngāi
Tahu, including:









Matāura River Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait Coastal Marine Area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
all mātaitai established within or adjacent to the FMU (including Matāura
River freshwater mātaitai, Tuma Toka (Waikawa) coastal mātaitai,
proposed Waipapa coastal mātaitai)
all nohoanga established within the FMU (including at Piano Flat, Ardlussa
and Māngai Piri (Niagara))
customary fisheries, mahinga kai and taonga species
Hokonui Endowment Native Reserve, Tautuku and Waikawa land grants,
and Tautuku Native Reserve68
any new mechanism introduced (e.g. mātaitai, nohoanga)

d) support review of the environmental flow and allocation regime, development of a
hauora plan and an associated cultural monitoring programme by 2025,
incorporating transfer of powers for cultural monitoring under S33 of the RMA;
e) provide for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku involvement in annual planning for management
of drainage systems;
f) identify mechanisms that enable the imposition of rāhui.
2.

Matāura River Flow and Allocation Regime

Before 2026, Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku work in partnership to
review the environmental flow and allocation regime for the Matāura River, including as it
relates to the Water Conservation (Mataura River) Order 1997, for the purpose of
supporting Objective 1, and enabling consideration of allocation for ahi kā, mahinga kai and
kaitiakitanga purposes, as well as measures to reduce over-allocation.

66

This could be established under the Mana Whakahono a Rohe provisions of the Act to provide statutory weight
There may be agreements established for the Matāura River system and separately for the Catlins and coastal
catchments area
68 Note that the reserve and SILNA lands within the Hokonui hills, and waters flowing through them, are captured within
the Ōreti FMU
67
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3.

Hauora Plan

(1) Before 2026, Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, in accordance with
any arrangement established under Objective 1, will work in partnership to establish
an overarching Hauora Plan for the Matāura FMU:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

supporting community action that upholds Te Mana o te Wai
ensuring no further degradation of waterbodies
protecting waterbodies in a high quality state
returning all degraded waterbodies within the Matāura FMU to a state of hauora
through consistent progressive measured improvement
restoring and enhancing provision for cultural use and association.

(2) Particular priorities for protection, restoration and enhancement are:
a)

Freshwater and coastal mātaitai established under the Fisheries (South Island
Customary Fishing) Regulations 1999, with a specific hauora plan for the Matāura
River freshwater mātaitai in place by 2025, and specific hauora plans for Tuma Toka
(Waikawa) coastal mātaitai and proposed Waipapa coastal mātaitai in place by 2030
b) Nohoanga sites included in the Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998, including at
Piano Flat, Ardlussa and Māngai Piri (Niagara), with specific hauora plans in place by
2025 that address water quantity and quality, habitat of mahinga kai species and
barriers to fish passage and enable sustainable harvest of mahinga kai by 2045
c) Upper Matāura catchment area, including the Upper Matāura and Cattle Flat
groundwater zones and their contributing catchments, including Brightwater Spring
d) Waikaia River
e) Toetoes/Fortrose estuary
f) Coastal catchments and the Catlins area
g) Hokonui marae water supplies
(3) The hauora plan will include actions and measures that:
a) support the health of all aquifers, including the quantity and quality of groundwater
b) support the health of lakes, their margins and connected lands, including Lake
Vincent, Lake Gow, Lake Scott, Blue Lake, Lake Brunton, The Reservoir, Lake Charles,
Lake Forest and Lake Cook
c) support the health of estuaries and coastal margins, including Toetoes/Fortrose,
Tokanui, Waipapa, Haldane, Cook Creek, Waikawa, Longbeach
d) identify and protect areas where waterbodies are in a high quality state
e) identify and protect mahinga kai gathering areas (e.g. whitebait stands), and improve
access to mahinga kai areas and resources
f) protect and restore drinking water sources, whether groundwater or surface water,
increasing opportunities to safely drink from waters throughout the FMU,
particularly along ara tawhito (Ngāi Tahu trails)
g) identify, protect and restore springs and spring fed waterbodies, including within the
upper Matāura, Waimea Plains, Waikaia, Brydone and Edendale areas
h) identify and protect all wetlands, and restore wetland extent (particularly adjacent
to high value biodiversity areas, coastal wetland areas and where naturally
occurring), with a focus on restoring an area in the Mtāura FMU equivalent to the
extent lost since 2007 by 2030, and the extent lost since 1995 by 2035, including
utilising unbuilt publicly owned land
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i)

j)
k)
l)

m)
n)

o)

p)

q)

identify and protect tussocklands and indigenous land cover, and increase the extent
of indigenous vegetation to create biodiversity corridors and a biodiversity network
throughout the Matāura FMU, with a focus on restoring an area in the catchment
equivalent to the extent of indigenous vegetation lost since 2007 by 2030, and the
extent lost since 1995 by 2035, including utilising unbuilt publicly owned land
identify areas that have experienced deterioration of water quality since 2010 and
restore water quality to a minimum of 2010 levels by 2030
prevent introduction of pest species where waterbodies are free from them
prioritise the habitat needs of indigenous species in rivers, lakes, estuaries and
coastal margins (e.g. black billed gull colony at Fairlight) and manage impacts on their
habitats (e.g. gravel takes)
phase out manmade fish barriers, unless introduced to support indigenous
biodiversity
prevent straightening, channelisation or infilling of waterbodies, and reintroduce
sinuosity, pools and riparian vegetation in straightened waterbodies, including
through the use of sediment traps
plan for the phasing out of direct discharges to water in favour of discharging to land,
including:
i. no resource consents granted for new wastewater or stormwater discharges
ii. a maximum term of 5 years for renewal of existing wastewater discharges
iii. no renewal of existing wastewater discharges after 2030
iv. no renewal of existing stormwater discharges after 2035
introduce a requirement for residential water storage (tanks) by 2030 and grey water
recycling in new buildings to improve resilience and reduce water demand in times
of low flows or levels
prevent contamination of waterbodies from old landfill sites adjacent to waterbodies
(e.g. old Matāura landfill and Waikaka stream) and other contaminated land sites
through targeted planning and implementation
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Matāura FMU
Early Draft Freshwater Objectives
The way water is managed within the Matāura
freshwater management unit will:




recognise and provide for rangatiratanga and
customary rights and development rights
enable customary use and protection and
restoration of cultural heritage, and
utilise and support the intent of Ngāi Tahu
Settlement instruments, including:
- the
Matāura
River
Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- the Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait
Coastal Marine Area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- the Matāura River freshwater mātaitai
- the Tuma Toka (Waikawa) coastal
mātaitai
- customary fisheries
- taonga species and mahinga kai
- nohoanga sites at Piano Flat, Ardlussa
and Māngai Piri (Niagara)
.

Ngā Paetae
Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Indicative Issues Addressed



Ensures
Treaty
Settlement
instruments relevant to the Matāura
FMU are utilised and supported
Common Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
objectives are operative within each
FMU

Indicative Relevant Te Tangi Policies
Assist regional, territorial and national
authorities to understand Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
values and perspectives, and thus fulfill their
statutory obligations under the Resource
Management Act 1991, Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998, Local Government 2002
and other relevant legislation.
(1.4 Purpose of this Plan)

Te Mana o te Wai
Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44

 $ 

That users of this Plan understand the principles
of the Treaty of Waitangi and that the interests
and values of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are
protected and enhanced. This includes the safe
guarding of all cultural heritage and
significant sites and places.
(1.12 Outcomes)
Ensure that it is understood that cultural order
comes from the natural environment and that
lack of respect, honour and protection of this
natural order compromises Māori culture, wellbeing and spiritual health.
(Kaupapa 3.1.3.6)
All Ngāi Tahu Whānui, current and future
generations, must have the capacity to access,
use and protect native fisheries, and the history
and traditions that are part of customary use of
such fisheries, as guaranteed by the Treaty of
Waitangi.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)
Advocate that all management decisions shall
take into account the protection and survival of
indigenous species of flora and fauna (rare and
not rare, and including taonga species
contained in the Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement
Act 1998) in their natural habitats and
ecosystems.
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(3.4.11 Animal and Bird Pests)

All waterbodies that have been degraded within the
Matāura FMU will be returned to a state of hauora,
which will in turn improve provision for cultural use
and association, and:





the following areas will be prioritised within this
FMU for protection and restoration to a state of
hauora within the earliest possible timeframe:
- waterbodies associated with nohoanga
sites, starting from the sites
themselves, including at Piano Flat and
Ardlussa and Māngai Piri (Niagara)
- wetland areas lost or reduced in the
catchment within the last 15 years, or
neighbouring areas that can be
restored to provide a net gain in
wetland extent



Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Nohoanga sites established through
Treaty Settlement cannot be fully
used for their intended purpose until
the waters are in a state of hauora
Wetland loss (from around Balfour
down the catchment in other various
locations) within the last 10-15 years
has exacerbated degradation when a
line was drawn in the sand to say no
more loss or deterioration, so
prioritising restoration provides for a
“triage” response
The named focus areas in this draft
freshwater objective are within ara
tāwhito and renowned mahinga kai
areas, which are culturally significant
places to protect and restore as so
much has been lost along these old
pathways

Ensure the protection of all sites identified as
Nohoanga under the Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998, as a means of providing
tangata whenua with an opportunity to
experience the landscape as our tūpuna once
did, and to promote customary practices
associated with mahinga kai.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)

 $ 

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

the following areas are to be prioritised for
restoration to a state of hauora in recognition of
significance to Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku:
- Matāura River freshwater mātaitai



the following areas are recognised as areas
requiring protection for existing good quality
indicators, with opportunities to target particular
problems on the journey towards a state of
hauora in these waterbodies:
- waterbodies in the Upper Matāura,
catchment area, within and between
the Upper Matāura and Cattle Flat
groundwater zones, including those
aquifers
- the Waikaia River
- Tokanui and Catlins coastal areas
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remaining monitored rivers, streams and
aquifers within the Matāura River system show
degradation in a range of indicators which will
require a plan for consistent, progressive
measured improvement across a number of
areas to reach a state of hauora, working within
catchments



restoration and catchment management plans
will be endorsed by the regional council and Ngāi
Tahu ki Murihiku in partnership

Ensure there are hauora plans endorsed by the
regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku in place for
lakes within the Matāura FMU, including Lake
Vincent, Lake Gow, Lake Scott, Blue Lake, Lake
Brunton, The Reservoir, Lake Charles, Lake Forest and
Lake Cook; as well as for the estuaries and coastal
margins, including Fortrose/Toetoes, Tokanui,
Waipapa, Haldane and Cook Creek, Waikawa and
Longbeach, in order to protect these waterbodies
from degradation and maintain or restore them to a
state of hauora, considering their margins and
contributing catchments.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Communities and catchment groups will be educated
about Ki Uta Ki Tai, Te Mana o te Wai, Hauora and
Mahinga Kai, and supported, so that they can work
effectively towards a state of hauora for each
waterbody and catchment, working with restoration
and catchment management plans.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima




Provides for a ki uta ki tai approach
to the health of receiving
waterbodies
Protects and restores wai taonga

Promote the uniqueness of estuarine ecosystems
through maintenance and enhancement of their
productive nature.
(3.6.13 Coastal Ecosystems)

 

Encourage protection and enhancement of the
mauri of coastal waters, to ensure the ability to
support cultural and customary usage.
(3.6.7 Coastal Water Quality)



Bridges the gap in understanding and
provides for tools and support to
work together for restoration and
well-being

Promote catchment management planning (ki
uta ki tai), as a means to recognise and provide
for the relationship between land and water.
(3.5.10 General Water Policy)
Promote the management of freshwater
according to the principle of ki uta ki tai, and thus
the ﬂow of water from source to sea.
(3.5.10 General Water Policy)

 $ 

Promote environmental education programmes
that raise awareness about appropriate land
management practices adjacent to our rivers,
including riparian management.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
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The goal is to:




Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuawhā

establish a long term monitoring programme
within the Matāura FMU using Ngāi Tahu
Indicators of Health to assess hauora, adding to
the existing council monitoring programme,
including an early pilot that transfers powers
from the regional council to Papatipu Rūnanga
for monitoring these indicators within the
freshwater mātaitai, the Waikaia River and Tuma
Toka (Waikawa), and





Provides for use of tools developed
by Ngāi Tahu to assess the health of
waterbodies
Transfer of powers provides for
rangatiratanga

Promote the use of State of the Takiwā
environmental monitoring for Murihiku river
catchments.

Restores natural function, habitat
and biodiversity values
Assists with sedimentation and
contamination issues and problems
created by fast moving water
running off pastures

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)

 

Promote the use of the Cultural Health Index as
a tool to facilitate monitoring of stream health,
and to provide long term data that can be used
to assess river health over time.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

use Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health to assess
hauora of waterbodies and the impact of
proposed activities on them, including in
resource consent decision-making processes.


Provide the highest degree of protection to remaining
tussocks and wetlands; and encourage and plan for an
increase in tussock cover, including in hill country,
foothill and plains areas where tussock cover has
been lost, and an increase in wetland areas (in
addition to wetlands restored as part of a “triage”
response to recent degradation) to support a range of
natural capital values that assist with achieving a state
of hauora for waterbodies.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Protect and restore the quality of springs and spring
fed waterbodies, reducing contamination levels and
actively protecting source waters, including within
the Upper Matāura, Waimea Plains, Waikaia, Brydone
and Edendale areas.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



The regional council and Papatipu Rūnanga will work
together to establish any new flow and allocation
regime for the Matāura River.

Paetae Tuatahi





 

Promote the restoration of wetlands and
riparian areas as part of maintaining and
improving water quality, due to the natural
pollution abatement functions of such
ecosystems.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)





Makes the connection between
aquifers and springs, ki uta ki tai
Recognises that waipuna (springs)
are taonga

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

Recognises rangatiratanga and the
Treaty partnership, providing for
governance and decision-making
Supports freshwater mātaitai and
Treaty Settlement instruments

Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku is involved at a level that
allows for effective and proactive management
of natural resources, wāhi tapu and wāhi taonga
in a manner that upholds the kaupapa of this
Plan.
(1.12 Outcomes)

 

 $ 
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Any new flow and allocation regime established for
the Matāura River, or new allocation from the river,
will provide for Ngāi Tahu rangatiratanga and
customary rights, including through provision of
allocation for ahi kā, mahinga kai and kaitiakitanga
purposes.
Protect and restore the quality and quantity of
drinking water sources from groundwater at Gore,
Wyndham and Edendale, and from surface water at
Matāura, Otama and Kaiwera, mindful of climate
change impacts, so that current and future
populations can rely on the mauri of the water to
support their health and well-being.

Paetae Tuatahi

Ensure a progressive phasing out of direct discharges
of wastewater and stormwater to rivers through
targeted planning and implementation, including
working with local authorities around infrastructure
at Gore, Matāura, Edendale, Wyndham, Riversdale
and Waikaka, and with businesses undertaking
commercial activities at Matāura and Edendale.
Prevent the old Matāura landfill and other old landfill
sites or contaminated sites, which may be at risk from
increased flooding and erosion, from contaminating
the Matāura River and other waterbodies in the area
through targeted planning and implementation.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima



Supports cultural associations and
cultural use by avoiding culturally
offensive wastewater discharges and
the impacts of contamination on
cultural practices

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses risks to rivers from climate
change causing increased coastal
erosion and flooding

Prioritise the habitat needs of mahinga kai and taonga
species known to be present in the Matāura River and
its tributaries, in the lakes, estuaries and coastal
margins, including tuna (long fin eel), kanakana
(lamprey), īnanga, kākahi (freshwater mussels), kēwai
(freshwater kōura), freshwater shrimp, torrent fish,
giant kokopu, kōaro, Gollum galaxias, alpine galaxias
and southern galaxias, pātiki (flounder), tuaki
(cockles), pipi, toheroa, tuatua, and pupu (mud
snails), as well as rimurapa (bull kelp), pārera (grey
duck) and pūtangitangi (paradise duck).

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses
habitat
loss
and
contamination
as
causes
of
population decline in these species
Supports continued cultural practice
and association with mahinga kai and
taonga species



Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru






Recognises rangatiratanga and
provides for direct management of
water
Supports freshwater mātaitai and
Treaty Settlement instruments

Ngāi Tahu’s right to development, as per the
Treaty of Waitangi, must be recognised and
provided for with respect to water allocation
from freshwater resources
(3.5.14 Water Quantity -Abstractions)

Reduces risks of water scarcity and
contamination or poor water quality
affecting human health
Enables ahi kā, the ability to stay and
thrive within traditional rohe

Strive for the highest possible standard of water
quality that is characteristic of a particular
place/waterway, recognising principles of
achievability. This means that we strive for
drinking water quality in water we once drank
from, contact recreation in water we once used
for bathing or swimming, water quality capable
of sustaining healthy mahinga kai in waters we
use for providing kai.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)
Avoid the use of water as a receiving
environment for the direct, or point source,
discharge of contaminants. Generally, all
discharge must ﬁrst be to land.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)

 

Use Resource Management Act planning
processes, including input into statutory plans,
best practice guidelines, hearing panels and
resource consent conditions, to ensure that solid
waste disposal does not adversely affect tangata
whenua values.
(3.5.3 Solid Waste Management)
Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

 

 $ 

 $

 

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)
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Provide and recognise for the strong cultural
links with coastal landscapes and biodiversity
held by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku.
(3.6.13 Coastal Ecosystems)
Promote, where appropriate, the use of
Freshwater Mātaitai, Water Conservation
Orders (WCO), rāhui, and similar tools to protect
the rivers of Murihiku, where those rivers are
under threat from competing water uses, and/or
when there are outstanding cultural, amenity or
intrinsic values that require protection.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Maintain uninhibited ﬁsh passage within any
waterway linking the high country lakes and
rivers to the coast.
(3.4.12 .. Mahinga Kai)

 

The regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku to
develop means of instituting rāhui within the
Matāura FMU when necessary on waterbodies at risk
from contamination or other pressures, to support
recovery of freshwater fisheries and ensure safe
harvest of species.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Whānau have indicated areas where
fisheries and harvesting practices are
at risk

With the exception of barriers introduced specifically
for biodiversity gains, ensure no new man-made
barriers to fish passage are introduced within river
systems, and that there is a progressive phasing out
of existing man-made barriers through targeted
planning and implementation, including known or
suspected fish barriers (from around Balfour down
the catchment and within the Tokanui/Catlins coastal
area).
Ensure that Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are involved in
annual planning for management of drainage systems
within the Matāura FMU, with the regional council
and drainage system managers, to support
management practices that minimise impacts on Ngāi
Tahu values and assist efforts to achieve a state of
hauora within waterbodies.
Prevent the straightening and channelisation of
waterbodies and reintroduce bends, pools and
riparian vegetation to assist efforts to achieve a state
of hauora within waterbodies.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses existing and potential
barriers to fish passage, a Ngāi Tahu
Indicator of Health

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Drain clearance activities and
methods of system management are
often
not
compatible
with
supporting Ngāi Tahu Indicators of
Health.

Promote best practice for drain clearing for the
purposes of maintenance and diversion of
channels in upstream river areas.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Development)

 

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Restores natural function, habitat
and biodiversity values
Assists with sedimentation and
contamination issues and problems
created by fast moving water

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
and wetlands as a means of protecting and
enhancing freshwater ﬁshery values.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)

 

Prevent the introduction of pest species within
waterbodies where they are free from these species.

Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Preserves
quality
of
unaffected by pest species

Spread of plant pest species such as willow in
riparian areas impacts on indigenous species,
and weakening of natural functions of riparian
areas.
(3.5.19 Riparian Zones)



waters

 

 

Encourage the planting of native plants
(especially those hardy to coastal environments
such as coastal estuarine areas, wetlands, river
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mouths and lakes) to enhance indigenous
biodiversity and discourage use of plants
considered pest species in landscaping and
gardens.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Management)
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4.8

Waituna Catchment

4.8.1

Whakapapa and Values

150. Waituna wetland, including the hāpua (coastal lagoon) Waipārera (Waituna Lagoon), is a taonga for
Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku and the region, of national and international significance. This wetland complex
is included within the Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement Act (NTCSA) as a Statutory Acknowledgement Area,
which records its special nature as a waterbody intermittently open to the sea. The western end where
the lagoon breaks out to the sea is known as Kā-puna-wai. These waters are part of the Awarua wetland
area which is recorded as a RAMSAR site in recognition of its international significance.
151. Within the catchment area feeding the wetlands complex are the tributary waterbodies of Waituna
Creek, Moffat Creek and Carran Creek. Waituna is named after the prevalence of tuna (eels) in the
creek.
152. For Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku it is the enduring cultural significance of this area that guides efforts to
support its care and restoration, including through Whakamana te Waituna projects and programmes.
153. These waters, rich in mahinga kai, have supported nohoanga (seasonal gathering sites) and kāinga
(permanent settlements) through the generations. Kaimoana available include giant and banded
kōkopu, flatfish species such as pātiki (flounder), tuna (eels), kanakana (lamprey), īnanga (whitebait),
kākahi (freshwater mussels) and kēwai (freshwater crayfish). Harakeke (flax), raupō (rushes), manuka,
tōtara and pingao are amongst the harvested species, and paru (black mud) provides a source for dying
materials. Overall, its considerable biodiversity values are highly valued and it is an important kōhanga
(spawning ground) for various indigenous fish species. The name for the lagoon, Waipārera, is named
after the pārera or grey duck, as a prominent harvested species inhabiting these waters.
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154. Waituna provided an important reliable source of cultural materials along the ara tāwhito (ancient
trails) that followed the coastline of Te Ara a Kiwa, as recorded in Statutory Acknowledgement for the
coastal marine area. This area represents what remains of a chain of similarly rich coastal waterbodies,
so its protection and restoration are a high priority for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku.
155. A number of groups are coming together to support the health of Waituna, under the korowai of
Whakamana te Waituna, which is valued by Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku as an example of what can be
achieved when Ki Uta Ki Tai, Te Mana o te Wai, Hauora and Mahinga Kai are at the heart of freshwater
management.

4.8.2

Waituna Draft Freshwater Objectives

156. The draft freshwater objectives that follow are a refinement of earlier draft objectives. The earlier draft
objectives are shown in a subsequent table, including how each draft relates to the common objectives
introduced in Section 4.2. The ‘Issues Addressed’ column of the table provides an indication of issues
for this FMU that the early draft objective was intended to address to some extent. Some particularly
relevant policies in Te Tangi a Tauira, the iwi management plan, are referenced in the second to last
column of the table to show consistent intent between the draft freshwater objective and longstanding
Papatipu Rūnanga policy69.. The final column of the table provides a shorthand indicator of which
matters relevant to implementing Te Mana o te Wai are also addressed to some extent. Below is the
legend that enables interpretation of this final column. The revised draft objectives should be referred
to as the improved expression of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku intent for freshwater management in the FMU.

Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44 Indicators

69



Te Hauora o te Wai (the health and mauri of water)



Te Hauora o te Tangata (the health and mauri of the people)



Te Hauora o te Taiao (the health and mauri of the environment)



Mahinga kai



Mahi māra (cultivation)



Wai Tapu (Sacred Waters)



Wai Māori (municipal and domestic water supply)

$

Āu Putea (economic or commercial value)



He ara haere (navigation)

The iwi management plan should be read more fully to expand on these few references.
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Waituna FMU - Draft Objectives (revised)

1.

Treaty Partnership arrangement
Before 2023, establish a co-governance and co-management arrangement for the Waituna
catchment70 between Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku that, in
conjunction with regional plan provisions, will:
a) recognise and provide for rangatiratanga, customary rights and development rights;
b) enable customary use, protection and restoration of cultural heritage;
c) utilise and support the intent of Settlement instruments and lands reserved for Ngāi
Tahu, including:





Waituna Wetland Statutory Acknowledgement Area
Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait Coastal Marine Area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
Customary fisheries, mahinga kai and taonga species
any new mechanism introduced (e.g. mātaitai, nohoanga

d) support review of the environmental flow and allocation regime, development of a
hauora plan and an associated cultural monitoring programme by 2025,
incorporating transfer of powers for cultural monitoring under S33 of the RMA;
e) provide for Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku involvement in annual planning for management
of drainage systems;
f) identify mechanisms that enable the imposition of rāhui.

2.

Hauora Plan

(1) Before 2026, Southland Regional Council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku, in accordance with
any arrangement established under Objective 1, will work in partnership to establish
an overarching Hauora Plan for the Waituna FMU:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

supporting community action that upholds Te Mana o te Wai
ensuring no further degradation of waterbodies
protecting waterbodies in a high quality state
returning all degraded waterbodies within the Waituna FMU to a state of hauora
through consistent progressive measured improvement
restoring and enhancing provision for cultural use and association.

(2) Particular priorities for protection, restoration and enhancement are:
a)
70

Waituna wetland

This could be established under the Mana Whakahono a Rohe provisions of the Act to provide statutory weight
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b) Waipārera (Waituna Lagoon) and Kā-puna-wai (opening to the sea)
c) Waters within Ngāi Tahu owned lands in the catchment
(3) The hauora plan will include actions and measures that:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)

h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

m)

support the health of the Awarua aquifer, including the quantity and quality of
groundwater
support the health of the wetland, lagoon and coastal margins
identify and protect areas where waterbodies are in a high quality state
identify and protect mahinga kai gathering areas and improve access to mahinga kai
areas and resources
protect and restore opportunities to safely drink from waters within the FMU
identify and protect all wetlands, and restore wetland extent (particularly adjacent
to high value biodiversity areas, coastal wetland areas and where naturally
occurring), with a focus on restoring an area in the Waituna catchment equivalent to
the extent lost since 2007 by 2030, and the extent lost since 1995 by 2035, including
utilising unbuilt publicly owned land
identify and protect indigenous land cover, and increase the extent of indigenous
vegetation to create biodiversity corridors and a biodiversity network throughout
the Waituna catchment, with a focus on restoring an area in the catchment
equivalent to the extent of indigenous vegetation lost since 2007 by 2030, and the
extent lost since 1995 by 2035, including utilising unbuilt publicly owned land
identify areas that have experienced deterioration of water quality since 2010 and
restore water quality to a minimum of 2010 levels by 2030
prevent introduction of pest species where waterbodies are free from them
prioritise the habitat needs of indigenous species within the Waituna catchment and
manage impacts on their habitats (e.g. vegetation clearance)
phase out manmade fish barriers, unless introduced to support indigenous
biodiversity
prevent straightening, channelisation or infilling of waterbodies, and reintroduce
sinuosity, pools and riparian vegetation in straightened waterbodies, including
through the use of sediment traps
introduce a requirement for residential water storage (tanks) by 2030 and grey water
recycling in new buildings to improve resilience and reduce water demand in times
of low flows or levels
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Waituna FMU
Early Draft Freshwater Objectives
The way water is managed within the Waituna will:




recognise and provide for rangatiratanga and
customary rights and development rights
enable customary use and protection and
restoration of cultural heritage, and
utilise and support the intent of Ngāi Tahu
Settlement instruments, including:

Ngā Paetae
Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Indicative Issues Addressed



Ensures
Treaty
Settlement
instruments relevant to Waituna are
utilised and supported
Common Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
objectives are operative within each
FMU

Indicative Relevant Te Tangi Policies
Assist regional, territorial and national
authorities to understand Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku
values and perspectives, and thus fulfill their
statutory obligations under the Resource
Management Act 1991, Ngāi Tahu Claims
Settlement Act 1998, Local Government 2002
and other relevant legislation.
(1.4 Purpose of this Plan)

Te Mana o te Wai
Proposed Regional Plan Policy 44

 $ 

That users of this Plan understand the principles
of the Treaty of Waitangi and that the interests
and values of Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are
protected and enhanced. This includes the safe
guarding of all cultural heritage and
significant sites and places.
(1.12 Outcomes)

- the Waituna Wetland Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- the Te Ara a Kiwa (Fouveaux Strait
Coastal Marine Area) Statutory
Acknowledgement Area
- customary fisheries
- taonga species and mahinga kai

Ensure that it is understood that cultural order
comes from the natural environment and that
lack of respect, honour and protection of this
natural order compromises Māori culture, wellbeing and spiritual health.
(Kaupapa 3.1.3.6)
All Ngāi Tahu Whānui, current and future
generations, must have the capacity to access,
use and protect native fisheries, and the history
and traditions that are part of customary use of
such fisheries, as guaranteed by the Treaty of
Waitangi.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)
All waterbodies that have been degraded within the
Waituna catchment will be returned to a state of
hauora, through consistent, progressive measured
improvement in indicators of health, which will in
turn improve provision for cultural use and
association.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Provides for protection and
restoration of this culturally
significant area

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

 $ 
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Ensure there is a hauora plan endorsed by the
regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku in place for
Waipārera (Waituna Lagoon), working with
Whakamana te Waituna projects and programmes, in
order to protect these waters from degradation and
restore them to a state of hauora, considering the
margins of the hāpua (coastal lagoon) and
contributing catchments.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā

Landowners and community members within the
Waituna catchment will be educated about Ki Uta Ki
Tai, Te Mana o te Wai, Hauora and Mahinga Kai, and
supported, including through Whakamana te
Waituna projects and programmes, so that they can
work effectively towards a state of hauora for
Waituna; and

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima




Provides for a ki uta ki tai approach
to the health of receiving
waterbodies
Protects and restores wai taonga





 

Encourage protection and enhancement of the
mauri of coastal waters, to ensure the ability to
support cultural and customary usage.
(3.6.7 Coastal Water Quality)


Bridges the gap in understanding and
provides for tools and support to
work together for restoration and
well-being

Promote the management of freshwater
according to the principle of ki uta ki tai, and thus
the ﬂow of water from source to sea.
(3.5.10 General Water Policy)

 $ 

Promote environmental education programmes
that raise awareness about appropriate land
management practices adjacent to our rivers,
including riparian management.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

Efforts within the Waituna catchment will provide a
means to educate communities and catchment
groups in other parts of the region about what can be
done to achieve a state of hauora for waterbodies.
The goal is to:

Promote the uniqueness of estuarine ecosystems
through maintenance and enhancement of their
productive nature.
(3.6.13 Coastal Ecosystems)

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuawhā

establish a long term monitoring programme
within the Waituna catchment using Ngāi Tahu
Indicators of Health to assess hauora, adding to
the existing council monitoring programme,
including an early pilot that transfers powers
from the regional council to Papatipu Rūnanga
for monitoring these indicators within the
catchment, and




Provides for use of tools developed
by Ngāi Tahu to assess the health of
waterbodies
Transfer of powers provides for
rangatiratanga

Promote the use of State of the Takiwā
environmental monitoring for Murihiku river
catchments.

Restores natural function, habitat
and biodiversity values

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,

 

Promote the use of the Cultural Health Index as
a tool to facilitate monitoring of stream health,
and to provide long term data that can be used
to assess river health over time.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

use Ngāi Tahu Indicators of Health to assess
hauora of waterbodies and the impact of
proposed activities on them, including in
resource consent decision-making processes.

Provide the highest degree of protection to remaining
tussocks and wetlands, and encourage an increase in

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
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wetland extent to support a range of natural capital
values that assist with achieving a state of hauora for
Waituna.

Paetae Tuawhā



Assists with sedimentation and
contamination issues and problems
created by fast moving water
running off pastures

wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)

 

Promote the restoration of wetlands and
riparian areas as part of maintaining and
improving water quality, due to the natural
pollution abatement functions of such
ecosystems.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)
Prevent direct discharges of wastewater and
stormwater in the Waituna catchment and phase out
any remaining such discharges through targeted
planning and implementation.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuarima



Supports cultural associations and
cultural use by avoiding culturally
offensive wastewater discharges and
the impacts of contamination on
cultural practices

Avoid the use of water as a receiving
environment for the direct, or point source,
discharge of contaminants. Generally, all
discharge must ﬁrst be to land.
(3.5.13 Water Quality)

 $

Prioritise the habitat needs of the diverse range of
mahinga kai and taonga species known to be present
in the Waituna catchment.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses
habitat
loss
and
contamination
as
causes
of
population decline in these species
Supports continued cultural practice
and association with mahinga kai and
taonga species

Prioritise the restoration of those waterbodies of
high cultural value, both in terms of ecological
restoration and in terms of restoring cultural
landscapes.
(3.5.11 Rivers)

 



The regional council and Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku to
develop means of instituting rāhui within the Waituna
catchment when necessary in accordance with
tikanga.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Whānau are able to apply tikanga
and cultural mechanisms as
appropriate, including rāhui.

Ensure that the only barriers to fish passage
remaining within the Waituna catchment are those
introduced to support biodiversity values.

Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Addresses existing and potential
barriers to fish passage, a Ngāi Tahu
Indicator of Health

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
wetlands, and tarns as a means of protecting
and enhancing indigenous biodiversity.
(3.4.12 Mahinga Kai)
Promote, where appropriate, the use of
Freshwater Mātaitai, Water Conservation
Orders (WCO), rāhui, and similar tools to protect
the rivers of Murihiku, where those rivers are
under threat from competing water uses, and/or
when there are outstanding cultural, amenity or
intrinsic values that require protection.
(3.5.11 Rivers)
Ensure that all native fi sh species have
uninhibited passage from the river to the sea at
all times, through ensuring continuity of flow ki
uta ki tai.
(3.5.11.10 .. Rivers)
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Ensure that Ngāi Tahu ki Murihiku are involved in
annual planning for management of drainage systems
within the Waituna catchment, with the regional
council and drainage system managers, to support
management practices that minimise impacts on Ngāi
Tahu values and assist efforts to achieve a state of
hauora for waterbodies in this catchment.
Prevent the straightening and channelisation of
waterbodies within the Waituna catchment and
reintroduce bends, pools and riparian vegetation
where straightening and channelization has occurred
to assist efforts to achieve a state of hauora for
waterbodies in the catchment.
Prevent the introduction of pest species within
waterbodies in the Waituna catchment where they
are free from these species.

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Drain clearance activities and
methods of system management are
often
not
compatible
with
supporting Ngāi Tahu Indicators of
Health.

Promote best practice for drain clearing for the
purposes of maintenance and diversion of
channels in upstream river areas.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Development)

 

Paetae Tuatahi
Paetae Tuarua
Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā
Paetae Tuarima



Restores natural function, habitat
and biodiversity values
Assists with sedimentation and
contamination issues and problems
created by fast moving water

Advocate for the protection, restoration and
enhancement of waterways, riparian margins,
and wetlands as a means of protecting and
enhancing freshwater ﬁshery values.
(3.5.20 Freshwater Fisheries)

 

Paetae Tuatoru
Paetae Tuawhā



Preserves
quality
of
unaffected by pest species

Spread of plant pest species such as willow in
riparian areas impacts on indigenous species,
and weakening of natural functions of riparian
areas.
(3.5.19 Riparian Zones)



waters

 

Encourage the planting of native plants
(especially those hardy to coastal environments
such as coastal estuarine areas, wetlands, river
mouths and lakes) to enhance indigenous
biodiversity and discourage use of plants
considered pest species in landscaping and
gardens.
(3.6.2 Coastal Land Use and Management)
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